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/Aj5fa 'Bode 
Gas says some folks &ldak GoY. 
Tbompsoa deserves to lte 
Reagaa's vice Pftlideat-ead 
some say i&'d serve ••• riP& 
fer ca&&lag tile pay nile. 
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Trustees propose 
budget for 1982 
By Jacqul Koszczak 
Staff Writer 
A $4.3 million special request 
to boost some University 
salaries and an $11.2 million 
energy conservation project 
were approved for the 1982 
preliminary ~et Thursday 
by the Board of Trustees in 
Edwardsville. 
The proposed budget for SID-
e includes $2 .9 million for 
capital development and $118.7 
million for operations for a total 
of about $142.6 million, a 14.9 
percent increase over the 1981 
budget. 
Faculty and civil service 
salaries lagging behind those at 
similar schools and trailing the 
cost of living would have a 
chance to "catch up" over a 
three-year period if the salary 
proposal succeeds. 
Alld while some employees 
are beginning to ·•catch up," 
Chancellor Kenneth Shaw will 
be earning $68,250 annually. 
Shaw was granted a 5 percent 
raise over his present $65,000 
salary in accordance with 
guidelines established in June. 
Acting President Hiram 
Lesar received a 6 percent 
raise, to $63,600, also acconililg 
to the guidelines designed to 
keep administrative salary 
increases for 1981 a few notches 
below the state-determined 
percentage increase for 
University employees. 
Gov. James R. Thompson 
Wednesday decided on an 8 
percent increase, cutting the 
Legislature's approved 9 
percent increase. Shaw said he 
was uncertain whether SIU 
would continue its pursuit of 
higher salary increases fur 
l~er-paid employees by lob-
byJDg for an override of that 
decision. 
However, Shaw said that he 
ra.-oeived word that Thompson 
favors the "catch up" ap-
P_ roach. If the plan is approved 
hy tht- Illinois Board of Higher 
ErU{:ation, it will have to be 
IJ:8S5erl by the Legislature and 
~1gned by Thompson. 
The plan, lasting three years 
beginmng in 1982, would give 
faculty a 4.6 percent annual 
increase over the state-
determined percentage in-
crease and civil service em-
ployees a 3.1 percent annual 
addition. It would mean $1.89 
million more in salary fw;ds 
each year. · 
Also in the preliminary salary 
ouUook is a request for a 10 
percent increase for all em-
ployees. U that is eventually 
approved by the state, fac:uity, 
under the catch-up plan, would 
earn as much as 14.6 percent 
more and civil service em-
pio:rees 13.1 percent more in 
1982. 
Lesar told the board that 
<Cootinaed oo Page 2> 
in Pocus~-----. 
Is testin{l enoU{lh? 
Student competency testa are now bf·ing required by the 
lllinois State Board of Education to asf''SS students' ability. 
However, many local school administra~ and teachers feel 
that testing alone does not adequately qualify a student to pass 
or fail a grade. 
How's SIU doin{l? 
Do teachers 
just teach? 
-Page 7 
Teacher burnout is only 
one of the many problems 
teachers say hinder their 
ability to effectively uach. In 
response to the Time 
magazine articie, "Help! 
Teachers Can't Teach," local 
teachers say the problem is 
that they "can't just teach." 
-Page 7 
·.reachers' education has received part of the blame for 
alledged incompetPncy, but.~~ people from the Sfl!-C 
Education Department say this IS not so. Are education 
majors from SIU-C competent? 
-Page 1Z 
-weekend weather---
Forecasts call for mostly sunny skies, continued hot ~nd 
humid conditions with a chance of afternoon and evenmg 
showers through Sunday. Temperatures will rangt; from highs 
near 100 during the day to lows in the upper 70S atmght. 
CITY CLEANUP-Dell Weldt o1 R.B. Stepll-
Coos&radioa Co. works en Oakland Aven•e 
cJearia8 &ree u..• ..... • laM week's 
stGrms. The debris will be taken 1o Sootbeall& 
W•te Plaal - Old a-ee u, wbere I& wm 11M: 
llanaed. 
Decade-long enrollment decline 
trortbles SlU-E's new president 
By Michael MODSGR 
Staff Writer 
Earl Lazerson, unanimously 
appointed Stu-Edwardsville's 
third president by the Board of 
Trustees Thursday, said the 
retention of students already 
enrolled at SlU-E is the key to 
ending the university's decade-
long enrollment decline. He also 
said SlU-E could live with its 
second straight budget cut, 
although he said the cut "will 
burt." 
The board's appointment of 
Lazerson before a hometown 
audience in Edwardsville of. 
ficialiy ended a search that 
began in December and drew 
more than 125 applicants from 
throughout the country. 
Lazerson, 49, has been at 'ng 
president at SlU-E since Sept. 
15, when Kenneth Shaw left the 
post to become SIU system's 
chancellor. The appointment of 
Lazerson, whose annual salary 
will be $59,000, becomes ef-
fective immediately. 
In an interview after the 
board meeting, Lazerson said 
stopping the decade-long 
enrollmer.t slide at SlU-E will 
be a major goal of his ad-
ministration. SlU-E's 
enrollment dropped more than 
25 percent in the 19705-a period 
of enrollment stability or 
growth for most state univer-
sities in lllinois. 
"Our problem isn't one of 
enrollment," Lazerson said, 
"but one of retention. The 
numbers of incoming freshm~ 
each year is sufficient, but we 
aren't retaining them their 
sophomore, junior and senior 
_years." 
Lazerson suggested several 
solutions to alleviate the 
problem, but he said he will 
need the backing of the Board of 
Trustees and the General 
Assembly. 
"The lack of adequate mass 
transportation from St. Louis to 
Edwardsville is one problem we 
ho~ to address," Lazerson 
sa1d. "Another is the need for 
additional housing on campus." 
Budget cuts of $719,000 and 
$660,000 during the past two 
years are another problem 
facing SlU-E, Lazerson said. A 
new formula used since 1978 by 
the illinois Board of Higher 
Education demands rough 
equivalence <within 2 percent) 
in funding per student for in-
struction at lf:blic universities. 
"N?~lia~es .,.to pr;e2rck 
Storin dan1age funds needed 
By Jacqul Koszcmk 
Staff Wri&er 
Of about $255,000 in storm 
·damage to campus property, 
the University is prepared to 
~er onl)' about a faftb of that 
cost, acting President Hiram 
Lesar told the Board of Tr.asteef: 
Thursday. 
Addressing the board at ib 
meeting in Edwardsville, Lesar 
said $50,000 can be taken out of 
an account in the president's 
office, but no source bas been 
identified to cover the 
remainder of damages 
.sustained during the harsh 
thunderstorms and hurricane- · 
like winds that hit Southern 
illinois in late June and early 
Julv. 
Available funds, which have· 
accumulated from budgeted 
faculty positions that for 
various reasons were not filled, 
will take care of broken plate 
glass windows, lost trees in 
Thompson woods and 
elsewhere, structural damage 
to buildings and a general 
clean-up around campus. 
But most of the SIU-C 
property hit hardest_,., 'rcraft 
and flight training equipment at 
the Southern Illinois Airport-
can:~ot be replaced until new 
monies are found, Lesar said. 
He estimated the total damage 
at $205,000. 
Five Cessna 150 training 
crafts, all uninsured, car.-y a 
repair bill of about $95,000, 
Lesar said. In addition, damage 
to two instrument trainers will 
cost about $110,000 However, 
Lesar said one of the .nstrument 
trainers is insured and so will 
not be fillUI'ed in the airport 
ir bill. ~ crippled equipment cut 
"about 70 percent of our ability 
to generate reQUired training 
courses next fall," Lesar said. 
"We need to find 
replacements for these planes," 
he added, "or else suffer drastic 
declines in our enrollment." 
At a press conference after 
the meeting, Board Chair 
William Norwood and Chan-
cellor Kenneth Shaw said they 
too were at a loss to find funds 
readily available to help the 
flight training program. 
Open athletics meetings sought County may sell unpaid debts to prit'ate collection UJ{ency 
By Ja. KOBzc:IUk 
S&aff Writer 
1be Intercollegiate Athletics 
Committee r.....Jy begin holding 
open public meetings for 
discussion of ways to increase 
support for the athletics 
program, according to Shirley 
Jo'riend, lAC chairperson. 
Wben it meets Friday. the 
lAC is expected to decide 
whether the committee should 
invite the public to offer 
suggestions of how more 
financial support might be 
generated for the program and 
of how attendance at athletics 
events might be increased. 
Friend said. 
The lAC. an advisory arm of 
Intercollegiate Athletics, is also 
scheduled to pick up discussion 
of the men's athletics budget, 
Friend, associate professor in 
Comprehensive Planning and 
Design, said. 
At its June 13 meeting, the 
committee postponed approval 
of the budget until the men's 
program submits a contingency 
Budpetfor SIU-C approved 
(C..timled from Page 1) 
admini.<:trative and professional 
staff employees should also 
receive a special salary plan if a 
pending study shows a need to 
boost their salary increases 
above the state level. 
Topping the preliminary list 
of capital development projects 
for SIU-C is. once again, the 
Davies Gvm renovation 
project.The· gym was the 
University's top-priority capital 
project for 1981. But. Shaw said. 
tbat project Wlll be dropped if 
Davies legislation, worth $3.4 
million a:~d passed this !:i)ring 
by the General ~t?mbly, gets 
Thompson's OK. 
The new budget would also 
mean an 8 percent general price 
increase, a 15 percent increase 
for librarv materials and a 17.2 
percent utility cost increase. 
Excluding the catch-up plan, 
the operating budget represents 
a 13.07 percent increase or $13.5 
million more for the next fiscal 
year. 
SlU-E enrollment troubles president 
fC•&iDIIed from Page 1 l 
money." Lazerson said. "and 
tbe clear indication is that the 
cuts bave hurt. What we're 
trying to do is to make the cuts 
in such a way so as to not hurt 
our central purpose-education. 
We're also trying to make the 
Board of Education more 
sensitive to funding disparities 
amoog universities. A 2 percent 
variance is not realistic." 
Lazerson will follow several 
cuurses of action to help SlU-E 
meet the cballenges it will face 
in the 1980s. A mathematician, 
Lazerson intends to take a 
major role in shaping priorities 
for capital development and 
other budgetary matters. He 
said the creation of a unified 
personnel administration 
system is another goal. 
Lazerson said he believes his 
long ties with SlU-E and his 
close w-arking relationship with 
Shaw will serve him wen. 
Lazerson describes his 
relationship with Shaw as a 
good one. 
Billiards Parlour 
PRESENTS 
DAILY LUNCH 
SPECIALS 
v. lb. It 
Jumbo,. 
OMarMeyer 
All Beef 
Frank 
Pickle 
c~~~s I 
Hot 
HAM& 
CHEESE 
Pickle 
Chips 
$1.49 
STOP BY AND TRY OUR 
NEW VIDEO GAMES! 
open 10a.m. 
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plan to go into effect in case the 
program is in danger of in-
curring a deficit. The men's 
1981 budget showed a $146,000 
difference between projected 
income and projected ex-
penditures last month. 
A contingencyJ'Ian has been 
prepared and wi be submitted 
Friday, said George Mace, vice 
president for university 
relations. 
Mace. who heads the athletics 
program. declined to elaborate 
on the plan until the meeting. 
lAC member Tom McGinnis, 
who says he was "one of the 
first to support the proposal for 
open meetings" after it was 
rirawn up in a subcommittee. 
expU>inPd that the meetings 
probably would not be 
restricted in topic but that the 
lAC "would not encourage a 
bitch session either." 
He added. "If someone wants 
to comment on how the image of 
the program might- be im-
proved, chances are we would 
listen. But basically we are 
trying to get input on fund 
raising and attendance." 
Mace, who holds the athletics 
program purse-strings, said he 
supports the public meelings 
plan and will back it financially. 
The idea for open public 
discussions arose last spring 
during one lAC meeting, Friend 
said. After "a few people" 
responded to a newspaper 
account of the meeting with 
suggestions and comments. 
Friend said she felt there may 
be more peoole who had 
something to ofler. 
McGinr.is, also assistant 
director of admissions and 
records, said a proposal was 
drawn up by a three-member 
subcommittee of the lAC and 
must now be approved by the 
fuJI 
Bv Diana Penner 
Staff Writer 
The Jackson County Board 
may sell $18.000 in outstanding 
Ambulance Service debts to a 
private collection agency. 
That's if a study shows it would 
be the best alternative for the 
board. 
The board approved the 
suggestion by the Ambulance 
Committee Wednesday at its 
meeting at the Country Kitchen 
restaurant. near Ava. 
Kevin Buenerkemper, 
t. .. siness supervisor of the 
Ambulance Service, told the 
board that nothing has been 
heard from the people who owe 
the $18,000. 
"We've received no mail, no 
phone calls. no correspondence 
from these people," 
Buenerkemper said. He said 
attempts to locate them through 
the phone book and other 
sources were futile. 
A memo from the Jackson 
County state's attorney's office 
indicated it would be legal for 
the board to sell the debts to a 
collection agency. but cautioned 
the board to take into con-
sideration public opinion of such 
a move. 
The memo said "the oc-
casionally harassing collection 
techniques are generally 
detested,'' and the possiblity 
exists that a private collec-tions 
agency would be seen as an arm 
of county government, although 
there would be no legal con-
nection between the two. 
Buenerkemper said about 
$135,000 was collected by the 
Ambulance Service last year. 
and many people who still owe 
money have worked out 
payment plans. 
The board told the committee 
to investigatil' the collection 
procedures of several agencies 
and report recommendations to 
the board at its August meeting. 
The board appt ... ved a 
reorganization of the Am-
bulance Service, which calls for 
hours to be added to the current 
staff. No additional positions 
will be created. but the 
reorganization will increase the 
availability of ambulance 
services. 
Under the restructuring plan. 
one person will be on call 24 
hours every day. 
The new plan increases the 
number of hours each employee 
wiU be available each week 
from about 56 to 67. 
Man found guilty of burglary 
A Carbondale man was found Also on Wednesday, R;chman 
guilty of burglary Wednesday in accepted the recommendation 
Jackson County Circuit Court of Anna State Hospital officials 
by Judge Richard Richman. to release Vernon Wyatt, found 
Antonio Payton. 19, pleaded not guilty last spring of a 
innocent to the burglary. which stabbing by reason of insanity. 
took place April 16 on Ashley 
Street in Carbondale. Payton 
had originally been charged 
with two other burglariea oc· 
curring the same night. 
Pavton's sentencing date was 
set for Aug. 19. 
The official said Wyatt, 31, 
would not pose a danger to 
society as long as he remained 
on medication. 
The stabbing incident oc-
curred in January 1979. 
ATTENTION: Aviation Te<hnology Alumni ancl 
August Gracls 
Eastern Airline, Inc • 
... will be on campus July 17, 1980, recruiting 
individuals for A & P mechanic positions. 
To sign up for the pre-employment test and 
brief interviews contact: 
Ms. Marilyn De Tomasi 
Car-r Planning and Placement Center 
Woody Holl, 8204 
P"-'e: 453-2391 
West Roads 
"The ALL IN ONE Store" 
Murdale Shopping C~nter • Carbondale • 529-1221 
SALE GOOD July 11-July 13 
12 pak 12 oz. cans 
MILLER'S 
$3'' 
12pk 12oz NR's 
HAMM'S 
~$2'' 
\. 12 pak 12 oz. cans 
FALSTAFF 
~~~$179 ~~~i 
· 6 pak 12 oz. cans 
City hospital fund-raising campaign 
is over halfway to $1 million goal $:l State~GJVation 
Iran annou11ces it willfrt>P ont> hostlJI!t> 
TEHRAN!APl-lran announced Thursday it will free Vice 
Consul Richard Queen, one of 53 ~erican hostages held since 
Nov. 4, because of illness, and return him to his family. 
By Dave Powers 
Staff Writer 
The fund drive for the ex-
pansion of Carbondale 
Memorial Hospital has moved 
into the second division of a 
five-division fund-raising 
campaign, well on its way to a 
Sl million goal. 
The fund-raising campaign 
will help offset the $5.7 million 
tab for the addition of two wings 
on the west side of the hospital. 
The remainder of the money for 
the expansion will come from 
surplus hospitaloperatmg funds 
and the sale of tax-exempt 
revenue sharing bonds. 
Meanwhile, the hospital 
administration is still 
progressing through !our-step 
~rocess necessary to gain final 
approval for construction of the 
hospital addition. 
Hospital Administrator 
George Maroney said he is 
scheduled to appear Thursday 
in Mount Vernon before the 
executive committee of the 
Comprehensive Health Plan-
ning in Southern Illinois Inc. 
The executive committee will 
make a recommendation to t.'!e 
Illinois Health Facilities 
Planning Board, a divwion of 
the state Department of Public 
Heallh, which must give final 
approval. 
However, Maroney said he 
!lees no problem with gaining 
this final approval since no 
opposition to the expansion was 
vo1ced at two public hearings 
and the CHPSI review com-
mittee made a favorable. 
recommendation to its 
executive committee following 
a review of the project on June 
26. 
The Illinois Health Faciliti~ 
Planning Board is scheduled to 
meet Aug. 7 and 8 in Chicago, 
Maroney said. 
With the fund-raising cam-
~~~ &~of~i~fJ:: ~m~W:n 
was raised in the first division 
of the fund raiser, the Hospital 
Family Dhisioo. According to 
Eldon Ray and Mrs. Eugene 
Simonds, general co-
chairpersons of the fund drive, 
most of the $524.000 already 
raised came from members of 
Board won't take resignation 
By Diana Penner 
Staff Writer 
The Jackson County Board 
has voted not to accept the 
letter of resignation of missing 
board memoer Walter 
Robinson, and Board Chairman 
Bill Kelley asked the state's 
attorney's office to instruct the 
sheriff's office to look for 
Robinson. 
The board voted Wednesday 
not to accept the letter, post-
marked June 16, until Robinson 
can be located or the letter 
verified in some way. 
at!:!~!he i::~r ~~ 1~~ 
postrnl!rked in Carbondale. He 
said there is also a question 
about the authenticity of the 
signature on the letter. 
Kelley said he has been un-
successful in contacting 
Robinsun at his home, as have 
numerous other people. 
Robinson has not been seen 
for several months. The last 
county board meeting he at-
tended was in April. 
LUNCH SPECIAL 
An Italian Sausage 
or 
Meatball Sand~ich 
including a small soft drmk 
only 
$1.99 lla.rn 2.30p.m. 
Thru 7i 7-7ill 
the medical staff, hospital 
employees, hospital board of 
trustees and the ladies 
auxiliary. 
Th~ fund-raising campaign, 
which is scheduled to end in 
mid-September, was boosted 
significantly in the early stages 
with a $175,000 donation from 
the hospital's ladies auxiliary 
and a $150,000 gift from an 
anonymous donor. 
The Leadership Gifts 
Division, the public portion of 
the campaign which began 
Wednesday, will seek con-
tributions of t'S.OOO and up, 
foUowed by three more phases 
at three-week intervals. 
The other fnnrl-raising 
campaign divisions now being 
formed are the Major Gifts 
Division, the Special Gifts 
Division and the Community 
Gifts Division. 
Donations of between $10,000 
and $25,000 will be sought in the 
Major Gifts Division, and 
contributions from $3,000 to 
$10,000 wiU be solicited in the 
Special Gifts Division. The 
Community Gifts Division will 
be aimed at contributions of 
$3,000 and less. 
Contributions in the form of 
three-year tuledges will be 
sought throu personal contact 
with indivi uals, industries, 
financial institutions, 
businesses, foundations and 
other organizations within the 
area served by the hospital, 
according to a hospital 
spokesperson. 
Included in the expansion 
project wiD be the construction 
of two separate wings on the 
bospitaJ's west side. 
Tehran radio said Ayatollah Rohollah Khomeini ordered that 
·~n. 28, of Lincolnville, Maine, be releast'd "due to the humane 
teachings of Islam. ·• Khomeini said he learned from militants at 
the occupied U.S. Embassy that Queen "has been hospitalized in 
one of Tehran's hospitals." 
The nature of the illness was not described, but the broadcast 
quoted l{h,~meini 's office as saying Iranian specialists conduc~ 
several examinations and "reached the conclusion that he should 
be transferred to one of the countries enjoying better medica! 
facilities." 
State Department officials in Washington could not confirm that 
any of the hostages would be released. but said they were 
"urgen Jy checking the report" and had notified Queen's mother. 
Ent·o_l' shakeup seen for l~atin America 
WASHINGTON lAP>- Just four months before the presidential 
election, the Carter administration is planning a major diplomatic 
shakeup in Latin America, with new envoys slated for e1ght 
countries. 
U.S. officials acknowledged that tenure of some of the new ap-
pointees could be limited to a few months if President <;arter loses 
his re-election bid and his successor dec1des to appomt his own 
ambassadorial team early next year. . 
The eight countries experiencing changes are: Guatemala, Chile, 
Argentina. Peru, Uruguay. Paraguay, Honduras, and Col_umbl8. 
Four of the ambassadors being withdrawn are H1sparucs and 
none is being replaced by a Hispanic. 
A change prompted by unusual circumstances involves the 
transfer of Diego Asencio to the post of assistant secretary for 
consular affairs. 
(USPS 169-2201 
Pubhshed da1ly m the Journ<:hsm 
and Egyp11an Laboratory. except 
Saturday. Sunday. t;m verslly 
vacations and holidays by &luthem 
llhno1s t.:mvers1ty. Com· 
mwucatJons Buildmg, Carbondale. 
W. 62901. Second class postage paid 
at Carbondale. Illinois 
Editorial pohc:ies of the Da1ly 
Egypt18n are the responsibility of 
the ed1tors Statements I>Ubhshed 
do not reflect opinions of the ad-
muustrau.., or any ment ol 
the t.:mvers1tv 
EdJt.mal :lnd bu:.1ness uCflet- IS 
located 1n Commumcattons 
Bu!ldmg. North Wing. Ph~ :;:w.. 
3311 VPrnun A Stone. fiscal offtcer 
!'ubscrlphon rates are $19 50 per 
y .. ar or Stu for Silt months in 
Jackson and surround>nlt c:ounbes. 
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wtUnn the \:ruled States and S4ll per 
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A Polynesian Restaurant 
Luncheon Buffet: 
4 Different Specialties Daily 
ONLY $2.95 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
OFTHEJIN'S 
Murdale Shopping Center 529-2813 
Friday & Saturday Night 
with 
POWDER BLUE 
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Liberals could make a big difference 
M m "OORE 'WS A MAJES1lC TillS SHIP V.J\S <l:MMANDED IU orn:r n11ff,~ru llAW A oo . WtxD SHIP WHiat HAD smn 16 tmrER A 001 w oR AN ro SEE vMICH ~OOLP BE 1 
George F. 
Will 
WASHINGTON--say what you will about Stewart 
Mott -and some colleagues on the left say the rudest 
thn~gs-you must admit he 1s as unstinting with his 
adv1ce as with his money. In his 65-point memo to 
.lohn Anderson. he advises "Avoid Khomeini en-
dorsement ... Sound. verv sound. 
_d~~; 1-,grfh::rr, ---·~·! 
Mott. 42. practices wruit he preaches. He lh·es the 
way he wants government to live. giving away 
money someone else earned. His father earned it. 
sacks of it. from GM. so Mott receives about $2 
million annually. Those he has fav.>red with cash 
and counsel include Eugene McCarthy, George 
~~cGovern and groups supporting ERA. 
He is not one of thQse fellows who only have eyPs 
for winning causes. He rallied to Anderson early. 
even before Anderson hart lost enough primaries to 
demonstrate. to Anderson. a national yearning for 
an independent Anderson candidacy. 
In 1960, after John Kennedy did well in Wisconsin's 
primary and people began scrambling aboard his 
bandwagon. some supporters donned "FKBW" 
buttons-·'For Kennedv Before Wisconsin." What 
can early Andt•rsonite5 put on their buttons, their 
candidate having an unblemished record of rejection 
in the few primaries in which he competed? But I 
digress. 
totals> on New York's ballot, behind the two major 
parties, the Conservative Party, and the right to Life 
Party, for Pete's sake. 
Liberal line could produce a substantial drain from 
Carter. In 1974. Javits (running agaimt Ramsey 
CiarlO got 241,659 votes on the Liberal line. In 1976. 
Carter carried New York by just 288,767. The love affair between Mott and Anderson is, sad 
to say, not going swimmingly. Molt has been invited 
to leave the campaign without ever having received 
a proper invitation to join. This. although poignant. 
may not seem important, except in a few Manhattan 
living rooms. But it is more than comic relief in a 
campaign season that needs much of such. It in-
dicates the hazards of life on the Cringe. 
But in a close race, votes cast ur. the Lihf>ral line 
could make a big difference. In 1976 Carter was on 
both the Democratic and Liberal ballots in New 
York and got Liberal votes totaling more than half 
his margin of victory in New York. 
Carter is learning how hard it is to live with, or 
without. some of today'!> liberals. But there always is 
comfort in the suffering of one's adversary, so 
Carter should rejoice that Ronald Reagan, too, is 
having problems with people who you would think 
would be his allies. 
Mott doesn't get along with David Garth, the 
media wizard who is second only to Mrs. Anderson 
as mastermind of Mr. Anderson's campaign. Garth 
participated mightily in the transformation of Hugh 
Carey from a conspicuously ordinary congressman 
into the governor of New York-Excelsior!-so 
Carey owes Garth a lot. Carey paid a bit of the debt 
when he met with Anderson in Garth's office, 
thereby giving Anderson a boost land giving Carey 
the pleasure of annoying President Carter>. 
Now the Liberal Party has served Carter with 
what you might, if you were very polite, call a 
detailed policy request. Actually. it is an ultimatum: 
Comply with our demands or lose your spot on the 
Liberal line. 
Carter can promise them anything-"Cross my 
heart, I'll stop being a Reag:ln clone!" -but his 
promises, like the currency. have lost a lot of value 
in the last three years. Besides, if the Liberals want 
to swell their vote total, they should be the only party 
offering Anderson in New York rather than be just 
the other guys offering carter. 
New York's Right to Life Party is planning to nm 
its own candidate for president rather than put 
Reagan on its ballot. Reagan will be forgiven for 
wondering why it is not enough that he favors an 
anti-abortion amendment to the Constitution. 
Evidently, Right to Lifers think Reagan's flaw is 
that h~ will allow other issues to intrude into his 
campaign. 
Garth also is close to what little remains of New 
York's Liberal Party. It has suffered the mor-
tification of being fifth <ranking is by recent vote 
This fall. Sen. Jacob Javits will be on Liberal as 
well as Republican ballots. He will attract to the 
Liberal line many people who will loiter there to vote 
for others. A Javits-Anderson combination on the 
Anderson, too, is learning about the perils that 
lurk at the margin of American policies. U I could 
add a postscript to the Molt memo, it would be: 
"Avoid Ramsey Clark endorsement." 
Commercial radio serves public 
I have no intention of turning 
this into a long, drawn-()ut 
battle. but I can't take Chuck 
!\<Iiller's shallow criticisms of 
commercial broadcasting lying 
down. Public broadcasters 
ranting and ra\ing about the 
evils of commercial broad-
casting remind me of health 
food people telling me about 
junk food. 
This holier than thou. "We are 
serving the public·· garbage is 
'clncalled for. Opera music and 
"buckle your seat belts" public 
service announcements ARE 
NO MORE of a public service 
than taking the time to talk to 
someone on the phone, listening 
to what they have to say and 
trying to play a song for them. U 
public radio is so damn great, 
why isn't anybody listening? 
Recent listening surveys 
show WSIU way down the list 
behind WTAO, WCIL-F:d, 
WEBQ and other stations 
playing those dreaded "hits." 
You tell me why they keep 
listening. For most young 
people. rock music is a part of 
their life and playing that music 
IS a public service. A quick look 
DOONES8URY 
at a trade journal would show 
that commercial broadcasters 
also air public service an-
nouncements and go out of their 
way to raise money for many 
non-profit charities. 
E"er drive by a trailer or 
house or apartment and hear 
loud music~ That's because 
people enjoy it. And when 
people buy records and prov~ to 
researchers that they want to 
hear certain music. then we 
play it. What does Chuck Miller 
suggest we play? Obscure, 
terrible, unpopular music that 
nobody wants to hear? That 
would be real entertaining 
radio. I realize some people 
want to hear other things, but I 
do not make a point of belittling 
and taking potshots at those 
who program to other 
audiences. 
Maybe I'm a little strange, 
but when I hear a Who "jam" or 
a Beatles set, I think of great 
tunes, not of commercials. 
Don't you like music, Chuck? Or 
do you only like musicians who 
don't accept money for their 
songs? 
I'm sorry if myseU or my 
colleagues at WIDB. WCIL, 
WEBQ and all the millions of 
other radio stations who try to 
relate to their audience and act 
like themselves don't impress 
you. In commercial broad-
casting, people would rather 
hear personality. But then 
again, I don't suppose public 
radio disc jockies are lazy, 
shiftless floaters. 
I don't suggest that rock and 
roll radio is the only kind of 
radio fit for the "public air-
waves," but neither is any other 
kind of radio station. Being lazy 
and shiftless may not be much 
of an attribute, but then again, 
I'm not too crazy about people 
who look down their noses at 
others. We must be pleasing 
~~~~h~~=~ i~~~;u:r:!! 
executives. I don't mean to 
personally attack public radio 
and the people who staff it, but I 
wish they would reciprocate 
and take their heads out of the 
clouds from time to time and 
see what else is going on.-
Timmo C;.wley, Junior, Radio-
Television 
by Garry Trudeau 
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Lis:en to R-T professor 
In regards to the recent 
controversv about whether or 
not disc -jockeys are "lazy, 
shiftless floaters,'' it seems that 
all of the rebuttals have been 
nothing more than public and 
commercial broadcasters 
taking potshots at one another. 
Messrs. Cawley, Powell and 
MiUer are arguing one man's 
opinion, which, by the way, 
probably isn't too fdr off the 
mark. 
As far as "public interest, 
convenience and necessity" go, 
tell me, Chuck and Kevin, is 
jazz and opera any more of 
public interest than album-
oriented rock. or country 
music'? Dr. Kurz has been in the 
broadcasting business abnost 
since its infancy. And he's seen 
jocks come and go, so he 
probably has some justification 
for making his statements. 
Tell me, Timmo, Kevin, and 
Chuck, how lo~ have you been 
DUly FDJ.tmn 
in broadcasting~ How many 
jocks have yJu seen rise to 
stardom. he it in commercial « 
public broadcasting? Being a 
disc jockey myself, I don't like 
what Dr. Kurtz said any mo!'f' 
than you. But, how much work 
does it take to be a jock? No, I 
don't consider myself lazy 
either! 
I guess what I'm trying to get 
across is that I would comider a 
statement from Dr. Kurtz a lot 
more valid than one from 
someone who hasn't been in-
volved in broadcasting for more 
than a few years. Timmo, Kevin 
and Chuck, I hope youJut to 
rest that false notin disc 
jockeys as "lazy." But until you 
do, I'U listen to Dr. Kurtz. Do 
me a favor ... give me a call in 
10 years and tell me who was 
closer to the truth ... you or Dr. 
Kurtz!--Scott Bertucci, Music 
Director, WRAJ 
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GSC okays new guidelines 
for travel, registration fees 
By Charity Gould 
Staff Writer 
New fee allocation guidelines 
designed to make money 
available to more students were 
approved by the Graduate 
Student Council Wednesday 
night. 
ho!~~J'!~:f/ ~;d!li~~!ti~~ 
at the GSC's second meeting of 
the semester. 
After some problems were 
resolved by the council, the 
revised guidelines passed easily 
with 23 votes in favor, one vote 
against and one abstention. 
The main source of 
disagreement was two tables 
illustrating how graduate 
students would be funded for 
registration and travel for 
professional development 
activities. 
GSC President Deb Brown 
told the council that the tables 
were "the key changes from the 
current guidelines." 
One argument against the 
revisions was that graduate 
students received more money 
for expenses under the old 
guidelines. 
However. Terry Mathias, 
chair of the ad hoc committee 
which reviewed the old 
guidelines and developed the 
revisions, said the committee 
wanted to make more money 
accessible to more students. 
Pat Melia, 1979 GSC vice 
president, said the fee board 
followed an informal policy 
permrttinl! one fee request per 
student, pt." fiscal year. Melia 
said since the new guidelines 
allow two fee requests per 
student, per fiscal year, the 
money per student actually 
increases. 
The council will discuss at its 
~text meeting whether to fund 
social and political concerns 
under the new guidelines. 
In other business: 
-The council unanimously 
passed a resolution supporting a 
$6,200 supplemental budget 
request by the Office of Student 
Development to be used for 
relocating the Rainbow's End 
Preschool from Pulliam Hall to 
Lakeland School. Beginning fall 
semester, the pre!!ehool, which 
provi«'.es service to parents who 
are studertt.l at SIU-C, will be 
housed in Lakeland School 
located at 925 S. Giant City 
Road. 
-The council passed 
recommendations made by an 
ad hoc committee that was 
developed to study the status 
and development of graduate 
assistants at the University. 
Among the recommendations 
passed was one calling for the 
removal of the service charge 
on short term loans and 
requesting an extension of the 
time for payment of such loans. 
-Bruce Swinburne, vice 
president for student affairs, 
asked the council to consider 
whether an additional gym-
nasium in the Recreation 
Center and an outdoor stage on 
campus would be worthwhile 
University projects. 
Percy: Japan should hike defense costs 
GENEVA, Switzerland lAP> 
-U.S. :::en. Charles H. Percy 
said Thu.-::rlay the Japanese 
should "carry their fair share" 
of defense costs, adding that if 
they did so it would help the 
American economy. 
U Japan hiked . its defense 
expenditures- wh1ch currently 
are less than 1 percent of i~ 
gross national product - 1t 
would be torced to spend less on 
producing consumer goods that 
hurt U.S. production of the 
same items, such as cars, 
radios and televisions, Percy 
sa!~t is highly desirable that 
they carry their fair share of 
self-defense and com_m'!n 
defense,·· the llbno.'.s 
Republic;an told . reJM?f~erS· I 
think it JS only riaht. 
"You can see the impact on 
our country, economically, 
when they devote most of their 
facilities to commercial 
~:.:1::::~· J:~i~te~a~.~~~ 
Wbicb f"Jeld wiD be next? They'D 
be making wide-body planes out 
there soon." 
Percy. the second-ranking 
Republican ~n the Se_nate 
Foreign Relations C?mm1t.tee. 
is in Geneva for discuss1ons 
with delegates to the permanent 
United Nations Committee on 
Disarmament. 
The senator said spendi~g 
more on defense would be m 
Japan's "own interests.'.' Perc;y 
said threats to peace m As1a 
increased with the Soviet in-
tervention in Afghanistan &:nd 
that with U.S. Navy ships 
redeployed from the Pacific to 
the Persian Gulf, "Someone has 
to take up the gap." 
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Supreme Court's Hyde verdict 
offers hope to pro-life groups 
CHICAGO ! AP) - Still 
basking in his group's victory in 
the Hyde Amendment case, 
Patrick Trueman is looking to a 
federal appeals court for ·1ore 
success in the struggle against 
abortions. 
The 7th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals has been asked t.y the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
to declare Illinois' new abortion 
law unconstitutional. The court 
heard the case in January but 
has not yet issued a decision. 
Trueman, 31, of Arlingti>fl 
Heights, is executive director 
and genera! counsel of the 
Chicago-based Americans 
United for Life Legal Defense 
Fund, a full-time ~roup that 
provides legal support for the 
anti-abortion movement. 
Trueman and his group have 
been involvoo in dozens of 
abortion-related cases. The 
organization's most successful 
effort by far was in ~:onnection 
with the Hyde Amendment 
case, in which the U.S. Supreme 
Court ruled June 30 that the 
federal government can cut off 
welfare funding for most 
abortions. 
Another of the fund's major 
projects within the last year has 
been the defense of Illinois' 
abortion law. which Trueman 
describes as "the strictest law 
enacted in any state." 
"The entire right-to-life 
movement consurers this a very 
important case," he said. 
The law was enacted by the 
General Assembly last year 
over Gov. James R. Thomp-
son's veto. The ACLU 
challenged the law in U.S. 
District Court. Last November, 
Judge Joel Flaum t.!pheld parts 
of the law but prohibited the 
state from enforcing other 
sections 
The judge said the state could 
enforce a provision requiring a 
woman to wait 24 hours after 
requesting a:J abortion before 
the operation can be performed. 
Trueman and his group did 
not contest Flaum ·s ruling. 
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Reagan stars in 32nd GOP convention 
Dfo:TRO-IT 1AP1-Ronald 
Regan, ca:;t ill last as the 
leading man of ihe Republican 
Party. claims his star billing 
Monday night at a national 
conventilln scripted as carefully 
as any movie he has ever made. 
And he made 55 of them. 
The former governor of 
£alifornia. long a champion of 
Republican conservatism. is 
unchallenged for the 
nomination. and his lieutenants 
are in control of the 
prTh~~fs. be moments of 
dissent but it is, in fact. a 
convention without contest. the 
ritual beginning of the 
Republican campaign to regain 
the White House lost to Jimmv 
Carter four years ago · 
The 32nd GOP convention 
opens on Monday, with song 
ceremony and speech after 
speech after speech. All told, 
there are 33 speakers on the 
program. and that doesn't count 
introductions. 
Among the speakers are 
Rea g an · s van If :1 i shed 
presidential rivals, the fllrmer 
Ban on Gacy book contract 
continued through July 22 
CHICAGO lAP• - A Circuit 
Court judge extended again 
Thursday an order that bars a 
Texas author from sign in~ book 
contracts with convicted mass 
murderer John W. Gacv Jr. 
The extension granted by 
Ju~e George A. H1ggins was 
the fourth issued. It was sought 
by the parents of Robert Piest. 
one of Gal·v·s 33 victims. It 
expires July· 22. 
Author Clvde Burleson of 
Houston. Tex"as. and the Lewis 
Goldfarb Agency of California 
have approached Gacy to 
acquire the rights to his life 
story. 
'2\ctivities 
Boy'~ Gymnastics l'amp. 8 a m. to 5 
p.m. Arena 
Men's Basketball Camp. 8 a.m to 5 
p m. An-na 
Graphtcs Exlnb1t. 10 a m to 3 p m . 
M1tchell Gallen 
Metalsmith ~:xhtbtl. 10 a m to 4 
p.m . Faner -.;orth Gallery 
Pamung Exh1b1!. 10" m to 4 p.m 
f,.aner ~orth Gallen· 
Sculpture Exhibll. 10 a·. m to 4 p. m . 
Faner North Gallery 
Motorcycle Safely Workshop, 8 
a.m, Safpty Center 
Runmng and Beyond Workshop. 8 
am Touch of Nature ., 
The court orde~ resulted from 
a $10 million wrongful death suit 
filed after Gacv wa~ convicted 
in March. Ga'cy is awa1ting 
automatic appeal of his death 
sentence for conviction of 
killing the young men and boys. 
Attornevs Robert 1\lotta and 
Sam • Amirante, who 
represented Gacy during his 
trial. reportedly have been 
contacted by literary agents but 
have agreed voluntarily to 
inform the judge if they intend 
to accept any offers in regard to 
Gacy. 
Sexual Awareness \lov•kshop. 5:30 
to JO·JO. Counseling Center 
Summer Playhouse. "A Funny 
Thmg Happened .... " 8 p.m 
l'm•·erstty Theatre. 
WIDB Dance. 10:30 p.m to 3 a.m .. 
Shryock Steps. 
SPC Coffeehouse, 7 to II p.m., Old 
. Main Room. 
SPC Films. "'Sleuth." 7 and 9 p.m .• 
Auditoriwn. 
Muslim Student Association 
Meeting. 12:30 to 2:30 p.m .. 
Mississippi Room. 
OSD Orientation, 8 to 11:30 a.m., 
Ohio Room 
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president who narrowlv 
defeated him for the 1976 
nomination and the 1964 
nominee in whose campaign 
service Reagan began shaping 
his political credentials. 
The show begins on Monday 
at II a.m. EDT, in cavernous 
Joe Louis Arena. decked in red, 
white and blue bunting. car-
peting and fresh pair>t. Tne 
final gavel is scheduled to faU at 
11 p.m. on Thursday. . 
H will be a performan!'P 
without suspense. save for the 
selection of a vice presidential 
nominee. That's up to Reagan, 
and he is expected to announce 
his choice next Thursday, for 
ratification at the final con-
vention session that ni~ht. 
The lineup of orators u. dotted 
with vice presidential 
prospects: Sen. Richard G. 
Lugar, of Indiana. Rep. Jack 
Kemp of New York, former 
United Nations Ambassador 
George Bush, Senate 
Republican Leader Howard H. 
Baker Jr., former Ambassador 
to Great Britain Anne Arm-
strong, former Secretary of 
Defense Donald Rumsfeld, Rep. 
Guy Vander Jagt of Michigan. 
former Secretary of the 
Treasury William Simon. 
There are other names on the 
guess-list. too, including thOSf 
of Sen. Paul Laxalt of Nevarla. 
the Reagan campaign chiior· 
man: and Rep. Tom Evans of 
Delaware. 
But Regan will make the 
dt>Cision, and he hasn't hinted at 
his choice. 
An Associated Press survey 
of Republican delegates showed 
more of them-about 20 per-
cent-favor Bush than any of 
the other prospects. But unless 
Regan wants him, that makes 
nc difference. 
Bush still has 178 delegates 
pledged to support him for the 
presidential nomination, but he 
quit the contest on May 26, last 
to conct?de the nomination 
among what once was a big field 
of Reagan challengers. He's 
releasing his delegates to 
Reagan as the convention 
opens. 
Reagan himself ends a twfr-
week campaign vacation on 
Monday. flying to Detroit for a 
nominee's brass-band welcome 
to the convention he commands. 
His appearances prior to 
accepting the nomination will 
be rationed; Reagan doesn't 
plan to work delegate caucuses 
as he had to four years ago 
when he was challenging then-
President Gerald R. Forrl 
Instead. Republican leaders 
will come to him. t;y invitat1rm 
to his Plaza Hotel suite. "'hill' 
representatives of the cam 
paign lour the delegations to 
urge peace, harmllny and an all 
out effort to elt>Ct the GOP 
ticket. 
The Reagan teams have a lot 
of territory to cover. There an• 
delegations housed as far as :111 
miles from Detroit. where hotel 
rooms are in short supply. The 
Massachusetts delegation is in 
Plymouth. in the far suburbs 
Bush won the Massachusetl~ 
presidential primary. 
Republican-turned-independent 
John B. Anderson ran second. 
and Reagan was third. 
It is Detroit's first national 
political con\·ention. and 
Republican leaders say they are 
here to demonstrate that the 
party is concerned with the 
woes of the cities and the 
minority Americans who Jive 
there. 
Vander Jagt, the convention 
keynote speaker, said the 
choice of Detroit "was meant to 
~ymbolize our party's interest 
m and concern for elements m 
our society from whom our 
party was seen to be 
estranged." 
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Teachers don'tjust teach anymore 
Bv Andr~w Zinner 
siaff Writer 
Test scores of students keep 
dropping and many high school 
graduates go through twelve 
years of school without gaining 
enough knowledge to fill out a 
jub application. Some have gone 
so far as to sue the school 
system for their lack of skills. 
The most obvious targets of 
blame for this situation are the 
lone figures in ~ classroom-
teachers. They have been 
criticized by parents and 
students alike, and some states 
now require teachers to pass 
competency tests to prove that 
they belong in education. 
In the June 16th issue of Time 
magazine, it was estimated that 
up to 20 percent of teachers 
have not mastered the basic 
skills that they are supposed to 
teach-reading, writing and 
arithmetic. 
But according to several 
Carbondale teachers, both on 
the elementary and high school 
levels, teachers are better than 
ever and wrongly take the 
blame for poor student per-
forman<:e. 
Mary Sasse, an English 
teacher at Carbondale Com-
munity High School, said that 
there is a fine staff there. "In 
our department, almost all the 
instructors have master's 
degrees. I wouldn't be afratd to 
!:!~): C::''f!lish ~t. :~:"~ 
teachers on one test," she ex-
plained. 
Another CCHS English in-
structor, Theodora Bach, in-
dicated that the pro.'llem of 
teaching is now a multi-p!'ongt".i 
one. "School was the cente.· of a 
child's social life in the past, but 
not now." 
Both Sasse and Bach said that 
more students work now than 
ever before, adding another 
obstacle to the education track. 
"School has become secondary 
to work and not enough time is 
devoted to homework," said 
Bach, who has taught in Car-
bondale for 13 years. 
Sasse concurred, saying that 
work has created a cimflict of 
priorities, with sebool often 
taking a back seat. Sbe added 
that teacben are able to ac-
complish less now thaD 10 years 
~~ wttt:n less students worked 
·~~~ students won't agree, 
the evulence is not sb'ollg that 
they can handle both school and 
work," she said. 
A large factor in educational 
development is the attitudes of 
parents. Several of the teachers 
expressed concern about 
parental interest. 
Dorothy Ramp, an 11-year-
veteran of elementary 
education ana a fourth grade 
teacher at Parrish Elementary. 
said that parents' attitudes 
have changed. "Teachers now 
must enforce and enr.ourage 
discipline! rallier than teach. 
We're doi.o~IJ things that should 
be done at oome, .. she said. 
She expla~ that a lot of 
parents are against teachers no 
matter what and added that 
unlike in the past, teachers are 
now not allowed to touch a child 
without fli'Sl contacting the 
parent. 
Sasse pointed out that a major 
cause of teacher stress is the 
frustration resulting from 
working hard with a student 
who gets no encouragement 
from home. Bach agreed, ex-
plaining that non-caring 
parents are a prime reason for 
seasoned teachers to quit. 
''Parents don't want to blame 
themselves for their child's 
C~0~e p~:!~~:;:niC:Ste:d ... t~~~ 
said. 
Joanna Blackstone. who will 
be a student teacher at CCHS in 
the fall. said that parental 
pressure forces teachers to pass 
an otherwise failing student. 
' I 
' J 
"Parents don't realize that 
school means more than getting 
a diploma. Often parents are 
not as interested in their kids' 
education as they should be," 
she maintained. 
Another common complaint 
from area teachers is that the 
general public doesn't un-
de:stand all the extra time they 
putin. "Parentsdon·t know that 
teachers knock themselves 
out," Sasse lamented. "By the 
end of the year, I'm used up 
from the stress." 
Bach said that teacher stress. 
both mental and physical, 
drives out the best teachers. 
even at CCHS. 
Largent said that teacher 
stress-referred to as teacher 
burnout-is a reality. "There 
are terrible pressures on us. We 
must be counselor and teacher 
at the same time. We must also 
worry about kids with 
emotional problems. 
"We can't just teach 
anymore," she said. 
Marjorie Bryson. a fourth 
grade teacher at Thomas 
Elementary. said that it is very 
difficult to deal individuallv 
with children when "25 kidS 
want to talk to you at the same 
time." She al.~o pointed out that 
discipline mu~t constant~} be 
stressed in order to keep control 
of the classroom. "Teaching is 
constant work." Brvso~: con· 
eluded. 
Another gripe among 
teachers is low pay. Betty Portz 
has been teaching for 2£ yt:ars, 
mosUy on the uixth grade level 
at Winkler Elementary. She 
!X>inted out that the low pay 
scales drive out good male 
teachers since their income is 
not enough to support a family. 
She also said that though 
teachers work for only nine 
months, many take classes and 
present lectures in the summer. 
Sasse indicated that the low 
pay will cause a teacher 
shortage in the future. Top-
ability students will go into 
different endeavors. "Teadling 
is not attracting the most able 
students, particularly because 
of the low starting salary," she 
said. 
CCHS beginning teachers 
earn $10.250 per year if they 
have a bachelor's degree and a 
starting teacher with a master's 
degree earns S12,068. acconting 
to Don Yost. business manager 
for CCHS. 
Starting elementary school 
teachers in Carbondale earn 
$9,000 annually if they bave a 
baclJelor's degree aad fJO,JOO it 
they've attaiaed -eer·a 
degree status. 
Destr.te all the hassles in-
volved in teaching, teacher 
competency tests may still 
become a reality in Dlioois if 
legislature foUows other states' 
course of action. 
Most of the teachers' 
responses were against the 
tests. Sasse said sbe wouldn't be 
afraid of such a test, but ad-
mitted knowing little about the 
concept. 
Bach expressed coocem over 
w~.o would set the standards for 
the exam. "I don't fear a 
competency test, but I do fear 
the whole idea of it," sbe 
maintained. "There is a 
problem of who will make the 
t.est. .. 
According to Largent, such a 
te\t is not the answer. She said a 
good, strong administration, not 
a test, is the way to weed out 
poor teachers. Grade school 
teadler Bryson agreed, saying 
that teachers are doing better 
now than in the past. 
Mildred Largent, a CCHS 
English teacher for the past 13 
years agreed. Sbe said that 
stude'nts don't do their 
assignments aa they did in the 
past because "learning is not 
the fli'St priority anymore." 
ne sell......_ Ulas&nltiaa apparial Ia this week's Foe• was dnwa lay Lia .. 
lvarle. 1. duial Stary HGIII' a& lbe Carboadale Public Ubnry. 
"It all depends on who's 
reading the statistics and how 
they're being interpreted," sbe 
explained. 
Administrators ask: 
How compete11t are 
the competency tests? 
•· ... .,,.._ .. s..; .. 
By James G. O'C.aeD However in response to concern about 
S&aff Writer minimum cOmpetency, the district will be in-
Johnny is a bright, articulate and active fifth stituting a test compoeed of questions taken from 
grader wbo baa narrowly failed a scbool board- all tests a student takes over the year. This test 
unposed minimum skill competency test. Should will be given in the fall and if a student fails to 
Johnny be OUDked for his own good? 'Ibis is just score at least 70 percent, be or she will bave to 
one problem faced by maDY ~eben wbeD take remedial classes during the year and tben 
minimum competency tests are unposed. take tbe test again in tbe spring. 
Area administrators bave almost invariably Edwards added that such tests should be only 
placed teacher evaluations of a student above one tool in the total assessment of the individual 
fest scores in decisions to pass a child. But, the child. This view coincides with Illinois State 
public outcry for minimum skill in elementary Board of Education guidelines that suggest 
8nd bigb school graduates bas created a assessment of eacb child twice during 
problem. elementary school and once during bigh school. 
George Edwards, superintendent of Car- James R. Patton, superintendent of Unity 
bondale Elementary School District 951 ~ Point Community Cmsolidated Dist. 140, said 
minimum competency tests . "pohbcally test scores are one tool in the total assessment 
motivated and ill-conceived." He ~deled that one ~t ~llldes~age; pntja" ~· effort 
·test can aof'measare an· iDdtvidual._ academic and native language. l'atton pomted out 
growth. ' · ... - -"'-· • - 4Cenlin .. wt.Pal(e 11n 
...... .. ,.. ............. -.................. . 
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WUSI gets $420,000 grant 8 0 •1e Hole 921 E. Grand g across from 
Miniature Golf Gourse Lewis Pk. Apts. 
to upgrade local programnrlng Still Onlysl oo. 
for 18 holes.~~~·;~~=-By A.Ddy Strang 
sun Writer 
More local programming will 
originate from WUSI-TV, SIU's 
public tele .. ision station in 
Olney, thanks to a $420,000 grant 
from the National Telecom-
munications and Information 
Administration. 
Tile grant will be combined 
with $34(1.000 in equipment and 
cash recently supplied by SIU 
and an expected $100.000 grant 
by the Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting. The money will 
go towards purchasing 
equipment that will include a 
new transmitter. portabl,. 
cameras and a new studio 
complex. said Kenneth Garry. 
director of development f'Jf SIU 
Broadcasting St>r.ice. which 
operates both WUSI-TV and 
WSIU-TV. 
Most of the locally-produced 
programs will concern 
agriculture and management of 
oil wells lx>cause the station is 
in a large agricultural com-
munity where many oil wells 
are located. Garry said. 
"This new gear will let them 
get out into the commuaitv and 
do mort> coverage of the- area 
around Olnev." he s;,id. 
The new progra:nming will 
begin after the rc.>w equipment 
is receivecl and installed. 
probably by the beginning of 
1981 if no problems arise. Gam· 
said -
V.TSI-T\" started operating in 
1968. It previously relied on 
WSil'-T\' in Carbondale for 
most of its programmmg. In-
terest in the station had 
dedinee until recently. but a 
new commitment by SIU has 
lead to the grants, Garry said. 
WUSJ-T\' is the onlv 
television station within a 55 
mile radius of Olney. and 
875,000 live in the area covered 
by the station's broadcast 
signal. Of that number, only 6.9 
-
every Sunday, 
Monday & Tuesday 
After3 p.m. 
Chicken-
Potato Salad-
rolls 
ADULTS 
$3.19 
CHILDRIN 
(under 12) 
$1." 
-DINE IN ONLY-
corner of 
Wall& Main 
Phone 457-3515 
-HOURS-
3-tpm. Mon •• Thurt. 
J.11pm. Friday 
11am.-10pm. Saturday 
11am.-tpm. Sunday 
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percent receive cable No students work at WUSI-
TV, but "we are hoping to get 
some summer interns up there 
soon," Garry said. 
television, said Garry. 
"We ~ .lbably have a lot of 
people watching us," he said. 
A new COOled\' 
for everyone who ever 
wanted to give 
the oil rompanies gas pains, 
tum off the power companies' 
lights and make the banks 
stand in line for a change. ,, 
-~ / / 
:j I . ~( 
~j;~~ 
Starring 
SUSAN SAINT JAMES JANE eutmN JESSICA I.ANCE 
--~_jENJAMI'( 
FRI: 2:15-(5:30@ $1.75)-7:.5-9:55 
pfi SAT & SUN: 1:00-3:15-(5:31@ 51.75)-7:.5-9:55 
Fri. 3-11 :30p.m. .._ ... ·::J#.:• 
Sat. 1-11:30p.m. Weekdays: 
Sun. 1-11 :OOp.m. 3-11 :OOp.m. 
For three hundred years, 
a terrifying secret has been 
kept from the outside world. 
Starring Michael Caine, 
Angela Punch McGregor, 
David Warner, Jeffery Frank 
FRI: 2:00-(6:10@ 51.75)-1:15-10:30 
SAT & SUN: 1:30-3:30-(6:10@ $1.75)-1:15-10:30 
====~~~~~====--
"The most wanted 
man in Wakefield 
crison is the Warden:~· 
. ~ 
Robert Redford 
Yaphet Kotto 
Jane Alexander 
BRUBAKER 
FRI: 2:10-(4:41@ S1.7S)-7:H-t:SS 
SAT & SUN: 1:11-(4:45 @ Si.JS}-7:-t:SS 
Two children, a boy and a girl, are shipwrecked on 
a lost tropical island.-. they must survive, somehow alone. 
But nature iS kind to them. The boy grows tall. The girl 
beautiful. 
They swim nalced over coral reefs. They run in a 
cathedral of trees. And when their love happen~ it is as 
nat\.:ral as the sea itself, and as powerful. Love a• nature 
intended it to be. 
~~~~ 
FRI: 2:15-(5:15@ $1.75)-1:00-10:15 
SAT & SUN: 1:15-3:15-(5:15@ $1.75)-1:00-10:15 
C£ntertainment Guide 
Frida~· 
Playhouse-Summer 
Playhouse '80 will present "A 
Funny Thing Happened on the 
Way to the Forum" at 8 p.m. in 
the University Theater. Tickets 
are $4 for students and senior 
citizens and $5 for the public. 
Food Fair-The University 
Mall Merchants Association 
will host a food fair through 
Sunday at the Mall. The show 
~II consist of displays and 
films on food processing 
cooking demonstrations and 
sampling, recipe and brochure 
handouts and a varietv of gifts 
to be given away "by Mall 
merchants and other exhibitors. 
Saturday 
Dant.:t' Concert-The Summer 
DallCf: Workshop will present a 
m~rn dance concert at 8 p.m. 
a! the Student Center Ballroom 
D. The concert will feature 
special guest artists Sara and 
Jerry Pearson and Robert 
Small. of New York. Tickets are 
$1.50 for students and $2.50 for 
the public. 
)lovie--The mm.ie "Sleuth •• 
starring Michael Caine and sir 
Lawrence Olivier. will be 
shown at 7 and 9 p.m. at the 
Student Center. Admission is Sl. 
Piaao Redtal-The SIC-C 
~usic department v.ill present 
1ts Summer Ptano Camp recital 
at 10 a.m. in the Home 
Economics Building 
Auditorium. Admission is free 
of charge. 
Way to the Forum" at 8 p.m. in 
the University Theater. · 
Biking-The Student Outdoor 
Adventure Recreation project 
will sponsor a bicycle tour at 9 
a.m. at the Shawnee National 
Forest. Cost for the outing is 
$12. 
Music Concert-The SIU-C 
music department will host the 
High School Music Camp 
Recital at 1 p.m. in Shryock 
Auditorium. Admission is free. 
PBs-"The Great Movie 
Massacre," the first episode of 
a five-part series that traces 
Hollywood's image of the native 
Indian. will be shown at 9 p.m. 
on Channel 8. 
Sunday 
PBs-A program which looks 
at France's burgeoning atomic 
power industry, "France Goes 
Nuclear." will be shown at 9 
p.m. on Channel 8. Hosted by 
Ben Wattenberg, the program 
will also include a historical 
essay entitled, "False 
Prophets." 
Plavhouse-Summer 
Playhouse '80 will present "A 
Funny Thing Happer.ed on the 
Way to the Forum·· at 8 p.m. in 
the l'niversitv Theater. Tickets 
are s-1 for stUdents and senior 
citizens and S5 for the public:. 
RappelliDK-Tbe Student 
Outdoor Adventure Recreation 
project will sponsor a rock 
climing and rappelling 
workshop at 9 a.m. at Giant City 
Park. Cost of the outm.1 is 121. 
)I on day Plll•h8se-Summer 
Playhouse "80 sill ~ -A SPC \'~ 1be Studfllt 
Fuuoy 1hiDg Happeued - tbr ~ Caa:il \-llll!o 
lUan arrPstPd in S250 .. 000K"Om 
WHEATON, Ill. IAPl -
Tbomas F. McKemta of Glen 
Ellyn has been charged witb 
five counts of forgery in 
allegedly swindling 56 Chicago 
area institutions and several 
persons out of 1250.000 in a 
credit-card and bad-check 
scam. 
McKenna. 58. was arrested 
Thursday in his home, it was 
disclosed Monday. 
Police said they found 30 
credit cards bearing various 
names. fake driver's licenses 
and police badges, a .38-caliber 
revolver, a cfis8uise kit. sa,ooo in 
casb aand three ~-printitlg 
machines, when they Harc:bed 
McKenna's borne. 
Wheaton police alleged that 
McKenna has an accomplice 
who works in a post office and 
steals credit cards and canceled 
checks. 
Authorities were alerted to 
McKenna's activities when a 
clerk at a health-food store in 
Downers Grove reported his 
license number to police. 
..... ,... 
"~~.~AI. ---=:::;~~~:e?~---
PRESENTS 
Fridal and Sat. nite 
BIG TWIST a•cl tile 
MILLOW FELLOWS 
with special guest "COUNTRABAND" 
----------~------------MUSIC COMING UP -THIS MONTH I 
Tue5. Watt. Thun. Fri. Sat. 
1S 16 17 11 lt 
RUDYANDTHE SKID CITY IU.U SBAND 
BOUQ~ETS 
221 23 24 25 26 
THE ARROW llt\EMPHIS 
:iTREET CORNER 
SCANDA~ SYMIY 
H_l 31 31 C~AL 2 PORK&THE TOBE 
HAY AN,. DUCKS ANNOUN,ED KJTytEN 
------------------------------
.... 
(Clip onci Save) ..... 
Committee will sponsor 
Nostalgia Night, with W .C 
Fields, Charlie Chaplin and 
Betty Boop, at 7 and 9 p.m. in 
the Student Center Video 
Lounge. 
Tuesday 
Ceramics-The SIU-C 
Museum and Art Galleries 
Association oegins the second 
session of the ceramics 
workshop for children ages 10 to 
14. The workshop will be held on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from FISH SA 1:30 to 3:30p.m. at Allyn Hall. • NDWI 
Tuition is $18. 
SPC Vlde&-The Student 
Programming Council Vit!i!O T •th 
Committee will sponsor ry one WI soup 
Nostaligia Night, with W.C. 
Fields. Charlie Chaplin and Of salad and fri•.es. Betty Boop, at 7 and 9 p.m. in _ 
the Student Center Video 
Lounge. __ ~~-f.l~~~~-.,~ ~~:~~~~:!ent Music ,1-~A_--~-..,.,...,..~_ ~--""------:~~-~~t 
Productions will sponsor  \)! IS 
~~~[ ~-~~~~~~oC:J~!~:e8 h -·-cy~~~~~vr)f.~ 
Tickets are $5 and a\'ailable at 
Second Chance in advance and 1010 E. MAIN attbe~. ~~!!~!!!!~!!!!!!!!~~~~~11111111111 
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Dlinois schools are in good shape 
despite busing and financial woes 
Bv Carol Knowles 
sian Writer 
Illinois schools are faring 
quite well de:pite controversy 
over des£gre~ation. finances 
and teach«'r competency 
testing, according to several 
members of the Illinois State 
Board of Education. 
Bob Lyons, deputy 
superintendant of the ISBE, 
said that busing is a tool used to 
get students to school and is 
only called into question when 
desegregation is mvolved. 
"Only 2 percent of the $160 
million used for busing during 
the 1m-80 school year in Illi~:.ns 
is used for desegn•ga tion 
purposes," Lyons said. "The 
rest of the nation spends 
anywhere from :: to 5 percent of 
their total trans11ortation 
budget on desegregatiOn." 
Lyons said he thought people 
were too worried about the fact 
that their child may be bused to 
a lower quality school and 
added that he would rather .ste 
a concern that all schools be 
raised to a higher academic 
level. 
"In my opinion, 
dt>segregation is con-
stitutionally required. morally 
appr'lpriate and P.ducationally 
desirable," Lyons said. 
"Desegregation does not cause 
the educational level in schools 
to decline." 
In a report to the ISBE in 
June. former State Superin-
tendent of Education Joseph 
Cronin said state aid to schools 
has increased bv $600 million in 
the period 1975-79. But. ac-
;~!~~~~i:ln b~5r~;n sfaj~~~~e 
taxpayt>rs and during the 
present period of inflation it can 
often be a heavy burden to bear. 
The average salary for 
teachers in Illinois is $17,743 a 
year. according to Don 
Corrigan. statistical resear-
cher at the ISBE. The range 
goes from a high of $21.600 a 
\'ear for teachers in Chicago, to 
S\6.431 for all other areas in the 
state. Multiplied by 1,011, the 
number of school districts in the 
state and then ftJrther 
multiplied by the number of 
teachers. the total reaches a 
phenomenal amount. 
Probably the largest problem 
f."'cing Illinois schools today is 
that of teacher rompetency, 
acl·ording to Sue Bentz, 
assistant superintendent of 
professional relations at ISBE. 
Bentz said that there is 
presently a move in Illinois to 
require teachers to take a 
competency test. Two bills were 
introduced into the House last 
session. but have not yet been 
assigned to a committee. She 
added that she wasn't really in 
favor of competency testing 
because there are many 
variables involved in deciding 
what makes a good teacher. 
"A competency test may 
prove that a teacher can pass a 
test. but it !!till doesn't tell us 
how well a teacher can teach, 
his ability to communicate or 
his ability to carry on an un-
derstanding relationship with 
students," Bentz said. 
A more favorable approach, 
according to BeDtz would be 
good supervision on the local 
level by administrators. 
Contrary to a article in the 
June 16th issue of Time 
magazine. the test scores for 
college board exams are not 
dropping at a drastic rate. an · 
ISBE spokesman said. In fact, 
in Illinois SAT test scores are 40 
points higher in math and 30 
points higher in verbal skills 
than the national average. Test 
scores for the ACT exam are 
around the national average 
and haven't varied by more 
than two-tenths of a point in four 
years. 
VACATION 
BIBLE SCHOOL 
July 14-11 9:00-11:30 
Church bus from Evergreen Terrace 
and Southern Hills 
Leaves 8:40 and returns at 11:45 
To enroll or for 
additional information 
call: 457-0323 
UNIVERSITY BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
Oakland at Mill 
Carbondale, Ill. 
l'a~P 10. Dally Egyptian. July ll. 19110 
According to Jerre Pfaff. 
director of admissions at SIU-C. 
SIU test scores for incoming 
freshmen for the 1979-30 school 
year are above the national 
average by one-half point. 
Cold 
Roast Beef 
Open till I p.m. 
Mon.-Sat. 
Murcia Ia 
Sanuny Hagar's latest effort 
proves loud and fast as usual 
By K~n Mac Garrigl~ 
Start Writer and 
J~ff Calv~rt 
Stad~nt Writer 
t Knock. knock l 
"Can you turn that music 
down a little? It's killing the 
plants on my wall." 
"Okay, I'U turn it down. But 
that's an injustice to Sammy 
Hagar." 
"Oh. is that who it is? l 
thought it was a recording of a 
car wreck." 
"It's Sammy Hagar's newest 
album, 'Danger Zone'!" 
"Yeah, it sounds real 
dangerous-to my mentality." 
"Look man, when I'm cruisin' 
down the street in my rod. 
drinkin' beer with my chick. the 
only thing l want to hear is 
Sammy Hagar crankin' out the 
tunes." 
"Why is that?" 
"Cause, man, when he says 
'Mommr says, Daddy says' I just fee like rippin' those tires 
off at a stop sign. Sammy Hagar 
plays guitar like l drive my 
car-loud and fast!" 
"Yeah, I've heard your car. It 
sounds a little like Sammy 
Hagar." 
"Thanks man." 
"TeU me, what is the 'Danger 
Zone'?" 
"That's when you're tackin' 
over 9,000 RPMs, man. Sammy 
Hagar really knows. He's really 
deep. He identifies with the 
average guy." 
"Yeah, I know. You're about 
as average as you can get." 
"Thanks man. You're an all 
right dude." 
"Are Sammy Hagar's fingers 
as fast as his Trans Am?" 
"You bet man! He plays so !!! f:.. ~·~ t!j!;n tell what 
"You kilow~t's tJ!e first 
thing I've agreed with in this 
conversation. This song, 'Miles 
From Boredom,' what does it 
mean?'' 
"When you're cruisin', man, 
you're never bored. You just get 
i'.1to your street machine, pop a 
beer, stick in Sammy Hagar 
and you're 'Miles From 
~~~::'uh. mtn~d in an in-
terview that Big Sammy says 
he's inspired by Pablo 
Picasso." 
"Who?" 
"You know. he's a 20th 
Hard bat days and 
bonky-tonk nights. 
JOHN TRAVOLTA 
century painter of abstracts." 
"Oh, you mean the dude 
P"~;i,~~a~.~~res!" 
"Hey. I want you to meet 
somebody. This is Bunny-my 
chick." 
"Hi, Bunny. What do you 
think of Sammy Hagar?" 
"Pardon?" 
"Sammy Hagar. You know, 
the guy who plays guitar." 
"Oh, is that the one we always 
listen to? Well. I don't know too 
much about music, but he does 
have nice hair." 
"Yeah, man. His hair's cool." 
"Oh I get it. 1 can see buying 
an album by the way a guy's 
hair looks. The only decent song 
that I've heard so far that's 
halfway entertaining-if you 
turn your stereo volume down to 
'2'-is 'Love Or Money.' But 
songs like '20th Century Man' 
and 'Mommy Says, Daddy 
Says' remind me of my 
preschool days watching 
Romper Room_" 
"Look man, Tom Scholz of 
Boston helped arrange this 
album." 
"Yeah, that's true. Whatever 
r:?~ned to that band he was 
"And Steve Perry of Journey 
sang background vocals." 
"Yeah, I know, but they 
couldn't hear him-they stuck 
him by Sammy's amp." 
"Man, I sat front row center 
at 'Grand Slam Super Jam' in 
St. Louis, man. Sammy Hagar 
w_a~ ears rang for 
four days! I could see him sweat 
I was so close." 
"If I was getting reviews like 
him. I'd be sweating too!" 
"Man. all I know is-you 
pinhead-is Sammy Hagar 
plays great guitar, writes cool 
songs. drives a Trans Am and 
wears red, man. You're talkin' 
class here. This cool dude wears 
red, man." 
"Red. Kind of reminds me of 
his music-loud and ob· 
noxious." 
"Man, just listen to this. You 
can't tell me it's not great!" 
"Personally. I think it lacks 
creative insight, it's definitely 
musically i!lept and the lyrics 
are something off Howdy 
Doody.'' 
"Howdy Doody! Man. he's 
talkin' about my life here! 
When I'm at the line-when 
they say go--1 think of Sammy 
Hagar. I say '1-2-34! ·and I let 
'er rip!" 
"Say. I really like the sound of 
those speakers. I've never 
heard such a high grade of 
distortion before." 
"You really don't like him. do 
you man?'' 
"WeU, not really. Personally, 
I find him kind of distasteful." 
"Well what do you know about 
music?" 
"Yeah, that's true." 
"By the way, I didn't catch 
your name." 
"Pete." 
"Pete who?" 
"Pete Townshend." 
"Never heard of you. Come 
back some time, man. Say, by 
the way, you going to the Who 
concert?" 
Album 
Reeonls 
--
They'D never 1et caU&ht. 
They're on a mission &om God. 
JOHN BEUJSHI DAN AYKROYD 
THE BLUES BROIHERS 
JA'U .. 'i BR0\\':'10 •(.'AB(; . UUm:o\Y ·RAY CHARLES • CARRIE nsHER 
ARElltA FRA.'KU:'Ii • HESRY lilll.<;l'IN 
TH~ Bll'lc' OROTlURS BAND fji1 
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE ~ 
2:00PM SHOW S1.50 
SHOWS DAILY 2:00 6:45 9:00 
Mt-3324 
SEAN PAtRick 
AND 
RANDy RE 
.......... INRl. 
FRIDAY SPECIAL 
FISH & CHIPS DINNER 
$2.95 
THE &()LD MID 
A TASTE OF 
ARBONDALE'S BEST! 
a'i, \ ·.•; •" 
\~~;.,:.~ .. 
Serving up a piping hot deep pan pizza is 
Don Medley. owner of The Gold Mine 
restaurant at 611 South Illinois Avenue, 
Carbondale. 
The Southern Illinois University magazine 
yearbook concluded after two months of 
surveys and tasting that the number one 
pizza in Carbondale was The Gold Mine's 
cheese and sausage. 
Hot deep Pan Pizza and good times ore 
what The Gold Mine is all about. Stop in and 
see for yourself why The Gold Mine is number 
one in Carbondale. 
611 S. Illinois 549-7111 
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SIU defends teacher training program 
By Andy Stra~ 
Staff Writft' 
The quali'Y of American 
school sy!;(ems is being 
st>riously q1estioned by many 
people tiles! days. Much of the 
blame of t\e alleged failure of 
the schrols is falling on 
teacher~. who these people 
claim a~ receiving inadequate 
trainiDJ in college. 
J4 
1 rn rn 
\ n \ 
The teacher education 
programs at SIU-C. however, 
are prepared to defend them-
selves against both the claim of 
bad college education for would-
be teachers and the claim that 
education is one of the easiest 
college majors, thereby at-
tracting the lower quality 
students. The Univeo:'Sity of Illinois 
"People who come in to School of Education was ranked 
teaching are dedicated and apt as third best in the nation by the 
to be better students." sa1d Gourman Report in 1978. The 
Frances Giles, coordinator of report rated 150 universities 
the teacher education services across the nation; SIU was not 
at SIU-C. "Our admission and rated. 
retention standards <for the The quality of the teacher 
teacher education program) education program at SIU is 
are higher than the University increasing, Giles said. 
as a whole." "The state is supporting in-
need
A 2ed.l5togrbeadeapomin1.tttedave1.nrat0gethise creasing the quality of diT teaching,.. she said. The 
teacher education program, lowered demand for teachers 
~hile most other programs has caused the state to put 
require only a 2.00 GPA. "Most pressure on the schools to in-
of our students graduate with a crease the quality of teacher 
grade point considerably higher education programs. This, in 
then a 2.15. · · Giles said, turn. has eliminated some of the 
although she ~ould not estimate lower quality students from 
ho~ much higher the GPA's teaching. 
were. Carbondale high school 
The teacher education teachers who have had ex-
students must bring their GPA perience with student teachers 
up to a 2.25 in order to student from SIU agree that the teacher 
teach. which is a requirement education program here is 
for the state certification that is turning out good teachers. 
needed to teach m Illinois "I've had fantastic student 
"We expect progress in our teachers," said Jonn Stangle, 
program." Giles said. math teacher at Carbondale 
.-\lien Woodson. director of Central High School. "They 
personnel for the Springfield. come in with lots of enthusiasm 
Illinois. public schools, sa1d and fresh ideas." 
Slt: -C's teacher education Stangle said that he has had 
program is as good as the between 20 and 25 student 
programs at other schools in the teachers from SIU. and he 
stare. added that 'Tve onlv had one 
"If we have an 'A· student that would be considered bad. 
from sn; and a ·a· student from They know their subject matter 
the t:niversity of Illinois. we well. I'm even jealous of them, 
"'ill hire the 'A' student from they know so much." 
511.:... Graduates from the teacher 
Illinois nuclear renctor tests dela.Ye(l 
CHICAGO (APl - Com-
monwealth Edison has post-
poned precautionary tests on 
nuclear reactors in Illinois 
because of the hot weather and 
~eat demand for electricity. 
Linda Scott. a spokeswoman 
for the utili tv, said Tuesday that 
Cr 1monwealth Edison 
probably will conduct the tests 
on the weekend when the 
:lemand for electricity is not as 
neavy. 
The tests are part of a 
nationwide safety check of 24 
nuclear reactors. 
Edison has five reactors that 
need to be tested, three at the 
Dresden plant near Morris and 
two at the Quad Cities plant 
near Cordova. 
The Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission ordered the check 
of the 24 reactors after an 
unusual malfuncti:m at the 
Browns Ferry plant near 
Decatur, Ala. 
Control rods that halt the 
nuclear reaction - the r<!aC· 
tor's brakes - failed tc:> drop 
into a full-stop position. As a 
precaution, utilties operating 
similar reactors must be tested 
to rr.ake sure their "brakes" are 
functioning. 
r······iNv1i"iAi········1 r s~·;o·Fit.,.1 
~ANY SANDWICH; PASTA 
~ SALAD & ~ BREAD 
1 COLD BOnLE 1 SALAD 
; OF BEER ~ WINE 
~ $2.99 ~ $2.99 
················~~·~·~·~~·'M~~·~············· 
•AI• CO.'o!DITIONING-
•COMfOtn .lal SIA TING• 
515~ S. Illinois 
• Carry Outs• c~=·· \ I~ 
'W A•tailab .. ~ ~blMlW"JJljlw 
... .,J:t - . 'lr·----~NI--
'agt' 12. Daily Egyptian, July 11, 1980 
education program feel that 
they received a good 
preparation for the job at sn; 
"SIU gave me a lot of theories 
and a lot of ideas," said Monica 
Grabowski. who graduated in 
1976 and has been teaching at 
Tamaroa, Illinois, High School 
since then. "I learned a lot of 
creative ideas, such as things to 
do in the classroom. They gave 
me a lot of back~tround.'' 
Elmer Clark, dean of the SlU-
e College of Education, believes 
that teachers cannot be blamed 
for the supposed decline in 
education quality. 
"Teachers are getting to be 
the scapegoat of society," he 
said. "People want schools to do 
all things for society. Schools 
can't replace the family or help 
the economy. Schools are there 
to provide the best educa~on 
possible. Schools get negatiVe 
credit when actually other 
elements of society are at 
fault." 
He believes that schools can 
be improved, but he also added 
that the "best teachers are 
teaching now. I haven't lost 
confidence." 
However. some people have 
lost confidence, based on 
competency tests given to 
teachers in some states. Tests 
given in Louisiana resulted in 
only 53 percent passing in 1978, 
and 63 percent passing in 1979. 
The results of competency tests 
in other states have had equally 
low results. 
Presently, 12 states have 
some form of com-
testing for their 
teachers, and Illinois is one of 
nine states with proposals for 
competency tests in the 
legislature. 
Illinois now requires state 
certirication of teachers based 
upon their having completed 
certain classes which includes 
12 credit hours of student 
teaching. 
Clark does not support 
teacher certification by 
examination. "Competency 
tests wiU only eliminate people 
who don't do well on tests," he 
said. "I don't know or any test 
that can measure people's 
abilities as teachers." 
"We have p'Plvsicians and 
lawyers who can't spell and 
write. There would re difficulty 
in proving teachers less a.re 
competent then people in any 
other profession." 
Clark added that people 
should not get too upset about 
the controversJ of "teachers 
can't teach." "I heard these 
same arguments when I began 
teaching in 1941." 
FARMER'S MARKET:;~~ 
of Carbondale SATURDAy 
located Rt. 51 & Grand Ave. 8:00am-12noon 
near SIU overpass. ~ 
Fresh produce & boked f1i 
goods weekly. . 
Plenty of Free parking 
cross railroad tracks 
eat it upl 
FOOD FAIR 
July 11-13 
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Campus Briefs 
The· Southern Illinois Kidney Center is trying to send a 12-year-
old dialysis patient to dialysis summer camp by sponsoring a bake 
sale at 8 to 11 a.m. at the Farmer's Market and one at 11 a.m. to 1 
p.m. at the Murdale True Value Hardware Store. 
_Telpro, the student !'lldio_ and television prodll('tion company, 
will meet at 6 p.m. Friday m Room 1046 of the Communications 
Building. Telpro'Aerhosoftball game will held at 1 p.m. Saturday 
at the softball field behind the Wright Triads. 
A CPR works~ will be offered free to SIU-C students, faculty, 
staff and alumru _a~ part of the recreational sports summer 
program. All partlctpants must have a valid 1980 summer fee 
statement or a student recreation use pass or pay the $1.50 daily 
use fee. Mary Ann Lambert will teach the workshop, held from 
2:30 to 4:30 p.m. July 14 through July 18 in Room 158 at the 
Recreation Center. Attendance at all five meetings is required to 
receive an lllinoi! Heart Association Cerb!ication. RegiStration 
may be completed at the Recreaton Center Information Desk. 
Questions may be directed to recreational sports, 53~5531. 
Beck's long-awaited album arrives; 
potential blockbuster is short of goal 
By Andrew ZiDner 
Staff Writer 
It's been a long, long time-
four years-since Jeff Beck has 
gotten up the drive and energy 
to cut a new studio album. And 
so, his long awaited new work, 
"There and Back," should be a 
real blockbuster with Beck 
displaying his renowned rippin' 
and screamin' licks in a new, 
refreshing style. 
Right? Wrong. Or at least 
partially wrong. "There and 
Back" sounds very much like 
the four-year-old "Wired," 
Beck's first venture into jazz 
fusion. His continued love affair 
with synthesizer whiz Jan 
Hammer is again evident, 
especially on "Star Cycle." This 
tune is dominated by Hammer's 
~~~sl~k:~h~!~e~:!;~~~~ 
old "Freeway Jam." Hammer 
plays drums here, too, in a 
thumping, heavy way. If you 
close your eyes, you'll swear it's 
off the most recent live album. 
The problem with "There" is 
that Beck revives the same old 
licks and. especially with the 
Hammer tunes. there is no new 
stuff. Three of the eight tunes on 
"There" include the talented 
keyboardist but the non-
'?I Music in, 
GReview! ~. , 
Hammer songs are the better 
cuts on the album. 
Much has changed over the 
years for the volatile Beck. He's 
gone through more band 
members than Rod Stewart. a 
former Beck associate, has 
gone through beautiful blondes. 
His current backup is excellent, 
with Simon Phillips on drums, 
Tony Hymas on keyboards 
twhen Hammer isn't butting in> 
and Mo Foster on bass. But if 
history repeats itself for Beck, 
he'll have a new supporting cast 
in the future. 
The top selection, "Space 
Boogie." offers excellent 
drumming from Phillips and is 
combined with nice acoustic 
piano from Hymas. Beck wakes 
up here with some of the old 
mean guitaring and the entire 
upbeat number rises above the 
rest. 
Another hot one is "EI 
Becko,'' a rocker receiving 
some radio play. As the title 
indicates, the tur.e showcases 
the controversial axeman at his 
smokin' best ... but the listener 
should expect more from the 
master. It is a hot tune with a 
good drum beat and Beck does 
"get down," but not like he 
cuuld. 
A true Beck fanatic might 
have to admit that the legen-
dary rocker is going stale after 
listening to some of the tunes on 
"There and Back." "Too Much 
to Lose." a slow and funky 
jazzer, features Beck W!tlt easy 
and flowing guitar but nothing 
exciting emerges. The same 
goes for the moody and eerie 
"Final Peace," the finishing 
song which lulls the listener to 
sleep right before having to get 
up and turn it off. 
Other cuts. like "You Never 
Know" and "The Pump," show 
off the post "Blow by Blow" 
Beck and his fusion style. The 
former cut 1S a funked-up 
Hammeresque special. with the 
keyboardist playing bass on his 
synthesizer. 
Beck needs to get away from 
the domineering Jan Hammer. 
as the non-Hammer tunes are 
much more refreshing. With the 
talent and past performances of 
Jeff Beck, a better album 
should have resulted. 
(Album courtesy of Plaza 
Records.) 
Murdale Shopping Center 
Open 7 Days A Week ( Mon- Sat 11-9. Sun 12-7) 
549-2231 CARRY-OUT OR EAT-IN 
20 SPECIALS EVERYDAY 
For-e varlet!- of coolllng pi-M refer to our regular menu 
$),95 lASH 
No.1· 
~Rice. 2 Tempuro Shrimps. 
and Almond Cookie 
No.2· 
SteomedRicewGrovy, Egg 
Roll. and Egg Drop Soup 
No.3-
~oll. Fried Rice. and Egg 
Drop Soup 
No.4-
--eggioll. Chicken Corn Soup. 
and Almond Cookie 
No.5-
Egg Roll. 2 Fried Wantons. 
Fried Rice and Almond Cookie 
$2,59 EACH 
_!!o.~-
Sweet& Sour Pork. Fried Rice. 
ondEgg Roll 
Nc.. 7-
Sweet & Sour Chicken. Fried Rice. 
and Egg Roll 
No.8-
-s;;;;i & Sour Shrimp. Fried Rice. 
and Egg Roll 
No.9-
Chinese Fried Chicken. Fried 
Rice. ond Egg Roll 
No.10· 
Pork Spare Ribs. Fried Rice. oi"Hl 
Pork Bun 
$3,95 EACH 
No. 11 - Tempuro Shrimp. Fried Rice. Pork Bun. Chicken Corn Soup. and 
Almond Cookie 
No. 12- Pork Egg Foo Young. Steamed Rice, Egg Roll. Chicken Corn Soup 
and Almond Cookie 
N?. 13- Sweet & Sour Pork. Steamed Rice, Park Bun. Chicken Corn Soup. 
----on<fAirrond Cookie 
No. 14 Chinese Fried Chicken. Pork Bun. Fned Rtce. Chicken Corn Soup. 
----ancrAimond Cookie 
No. 15. Pork Spare Ribs. Egg Roll. Fried Rice, Chicken Com Soup ond Almond Cool<ie 
$2,59 CACH 
·nd Shrimp; Steamed Rice .tt2....!Z.. Cashew Chicken; Steamed Rice 
No:'i8- a-t Chop Suey/ Steamed Rice No 19-Chicken Chow Meir.! Crispy noodle 
ll!2...22.· Soft Noodle (Also called Yakisoba) 
* Choocot of Beef. Chic~ en. Pori<.· Sh<imp oncl Tofu for the obov:. 
S!MOrMq 
Steamed Rice/ gravy 60t Egg Roll 7~ 
Wonton Chips ~-Fried Wanton SS. 
Fried Rice (hom or plaon) 854-Steomed Rice 41>t 
Chinese Shrimp Chips 2St-Pork Bun 79 
IMKft!!ll!W pod Papyler 
Egg Foo Youn~(1 patty) Steamed Ric 
Pork·SI.79. C icken-$1 95 
8-f.$1.95. Shrimp-$2.19 
Chinese Fried Chicken 3 pes. $1.95 
'Daily &fyptian 
The Da1ly Egyptian cannot ~ 
. -esponsible for more than one day s 
•ncorrect insertion .. .\ nv .. rtlsers are 
responsible for rheck1ng the1r 
tdverllsement for errors. ~rrors not 
:he fault of the advertiser which 
lessen the value of the 
advertisement will be adjusted If 
vour ad appears incorrectly. or if I 
~g~t~s~ei~~:nc~kyggr a~o;~n ~ 
nnce:,,aJOn in _the next_ day's issue. 
~- -TiasSlrifltlnformatiOn Rat..,. · 
One Dav-10 cents per word 
minimum Sl 50 
Two Days- 9 Cf'nts per word. per 
da\· 
thre£' or Four Oa\·~ -8 cents per 
word. per dav · 
Fi,·e thru Sine Da\-s-i cr-nts per 
"''?[:.; ~::U d~:l'neteen. Davs-6 cel\ts 
Real Estate 
Mobile Homes 
1971 TRENTON 12x60, air. ap-
f!~-~m· :rt!~~~~r ~~~~8i~7~:s 
collect. 6017Ael78 
1979 PATRIOT 14x52, All electric, 
~~~foa~ ~~k~:,d~~h'::'r!:: !~ 
~:~~f~~~-ed thr~.t~~ per word. per day. · 
Twenty or More Days-5 rents per TWO BEDROOM WINDSOR. 
worJ. per day. t2x60 with 4x8 tipout, air, un-
15 Word :\Jinimum t~h~·E!~,f~~::difi~~~ m:~;e;~rw~!~~eil~eah!':fi~~~rf~~ 3218. &t73Aeo14 
t~:r~:~:f.~l!~a~~~or-&~r~u:;Jr;1~ 1972 PLAY MOR CAMPING ~,.:~ ~~it=l ~~a[~ 0.:~:..:; &~i~er~~~·~ '=~::;, 
pa~rwork REMODELED lOxSO, 2 palja~~~f~~va~~:e~~~~np, r~us:ho';;· BEDR00;\1 mobile home. Air-
;~ccounts With established credit. ~~a~~~~ =~1~ater, lots 
FOR SALE 
Automotlves 
1923 T-FORD ROADSTER. 
~~~0b~r~~t ~tgt,:.p~~~~! 
~26M. 6255Aa177 
197i FIAT 128. LOW MILEAGE. 
CaU 5-19-2832 after i:OO p.m. week-
days or anytime on weekends. 
6269Aa178 
19i6 PL YMOl'TH VOLARE 
Premier. Wago~wer steering ~;~,~~A~J:o5ol9-~.eage ana 
6282Aa178 
~ 
'7:J "nto4 cyl. 4 ~ w/.W 
'74 Cllewy N- 2 fir. -·· 
w/•lr 
'73 Honda ChtJc • cyl •• spcl. 
'73 Pontl~~e c. .. u_ •ut. 
w/alr 
'76 Pinto 4 cyl. •ut. 
10101. Moln C'dale 
5~21.. ~21•1 
1968 VW BUG, RUNS well. 4 cyl. 
stick, FM radio. $600 or best offer. 
453-7733. 6300Aa178 
MAXIVAN 1974 DODGE 8200. 
Radial~eruise:U windows, ex-
:::: pe. ca s.~fa~ 
Parts& S.W. 
KARCO 
K•nten Auto •Mycll.._ 
Corp. 
Guaranteed 
Recycled Auto Parts 
Foreign • Domestic 
FrH Ports Locating • S States 
N. N-Ero Rood Carbondale 
•57·0..21 .. 57-6319 
FOIIIIGN CAR PARTS 
529-1644 
GLOBAL AUTO 
North on Hwy. 51 
Carbondale 
...,.._._....._._, 
For Service: 
52t-1M2 
Motorcycles 
BEAT THE GAS situation with a 
=ii.!~~~- 140 mpg, 
6302Acl80 
86267Ael82 
CARBONDALE - SURVIVED 
TORNADOES! 12x&O Fawn. 2 
bedroom, washer, dryer, 
refrigerator, stove, air con-
ditioned, storage shed, un-
~inned and insulated. Good 
ilion. 529-1195 after 4~el80 
10x50 ONE BEDROOM, fully 
~~~~- st:r~'::/..ect. ~d m::; 
other features. Excellent con-
dition. Must Sell!!! 549-5267, 
evenmgs. 62&1Ael81 
10x50 MARLETTE TRAILER 
~ITH~~~x~i1:J: ':'~rti~~e._: 
ina:des move with block and 
leveling. ca11529-t604 or 549-5550. 
6299Ael79 
Miscellaneous 
TYPEWRITERS, SCM ELEC· 
TRICS, new and used. Irwin 
TYpewriter Elrcbange, 1101 North 
~~y~~~~pe~~~~-
WATERBEDS, WATERBEDS: 
Wavecrest Waterbeds, King & 
Queen si~e. $39.95, 8 year 
f:.~~~~ea~~~'::'ee.H~~ 
fonnation: Discount Waterbeds, 
Inc., P.O. Box 743, Lake Forest, 
lliinois &oMS. 6147All89 
NEVER USED, NEW 40 channel 
CB and antenna, $65. Two 
~!'s~o:;.,a;tsw:,:~.g 45~~~e:r 
529-2289. B6197Al118 
BUY AND SELL used furniture 
~~~~~JfiderW~~:b 
TAKAMINE 12 STRING. 1173 
Hooda 350, needs work. Craftsman 
top c:besL 457-5105. 6222Afll0 
USED FURNrnJRE - DESKS, 
~llab~=a~~esc:":rrto: 
4, Chautauqua Apts. No. 9. 457-
5166. 6233Ah81 
LIVING ROOM SE:t couch. love 
seat, two chairs, t.ipt blue, very 
good coodition, $250, ~I. 
6280Ah76 
HOMEGROWN PEACHES, AP-
!'e~~~bJ=-e:~ c.;!~~~C:n~ 
~~~~~aJ!'u~a~~~ 
or our market 8 miles south of 
Carbondaleon Old US 51. 457-5187. 
B6298Af189 
REFRIGERATOR FOR SALE: 
::lltiC:f~~~n ~!r~ 
TWO WINDOW AIR-
CONDITIONERS, antique walmt 
~=k~v':~:m oa~=f 
Magnavox stereo. 457-7005 . 
6278Afl76 
WATERBEDS-NEW KING « 
~rf~~r::c:::~:~ar.scr::; 
5-19-UJil. 6313AU81 
Electronics 
H 
We buy used stereo equipnwnt 
Good condition or 
needing repair . 
AUtlllo Hospl,_l Mt-14•5 
,.,.....,..._.._..., ... ,ont 
WE HAVE MOVED 
Visit our Expanded 
Showroom 
COMPUTERS BY: 
•Apple 
•Texos Instrument~ 
•Atari 
SALE 
Computer Books 
&Programs 
Values to $20.00 
Now $1.00 
l hm1t one per CV\ tom•' 1 
ILLINOIS COMPU1IR M/1111 
Rt. I, Sw-ts Corner Pl•z• 
ll m1 Ea\t of Malt ne•• to tk• Bu•ck1 
STER 
REPAIR 
Audio HospitCII ,.9-MtS 
(ocrou from the train station) 
NALDER STEREO 
CCirtridge Spedol 
oftheWeelc 
AT11 EZ 
list$60.00 
Naw$24.88 
Also 
Stanton Permostat 
1 lime Static Eliminator 
& Record Preserver 
list$19.95 
Naw$13.95 
715 S. Unlverslty 
_ ........ "" 
54t-UOI 
FOR RENT 
Apartments. 
EFFICIENCIES AND ONE 
Bedroom apartments. AU utilities 
=~ded, cl011e to ca=s!t~ 
NICE ONE BEDROOM, furnished, 
=·l~rl:lm~~~:- s. wan. 
B6283Ba189C 
LUXURY APARTMENT. 2-
becbooms umurnished. Air, car-
peting, draperies. CouJ.:ses or 
Ca,ds. LovelY area. ~1568::':5 _ 
3 BEDROOMS, BOARDERS 
::~~~~ilatf!'m~i~~ 
school year. 457-2094. 6240Bal76 
CALL 
ROYAL RENTALS 
For Fall Conc:elh;tions 
Apts. & Mobile Homes 
457-44H 
MURPHYSBORO AND DESOTO. 
Unfur:.ished. efficiencies, one and 
~~~~~fe~. ~~~n"c~~·s~~ 
185. 549-6330 or 457 ·5534 after 5 . 
B6260Bali8 
EFFICIE;IiCIES AND ONE 
Bedroom apartments. All utilities 
~~ded. close to ca~~s~t~& 
MURPHYSBORO. ~JET PLACE 
f:::i::3i~g N~i~~!:_; ~;,tt. :r~~~ 
SPM. B6271Bal76 
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM 
t~~:~~:St~hi~~M:s~n~~ 
dean and quiet. 54~6301 Ba 181 
CAMBRIA. 3 ROOM a~rtment, 
~r:::,c:·c:ir~=.llied. s1ts 
8631088180 
REALLY NICE TWO or one 
~~~~o ~~~451~~·s:~: 
45H956. 6315Ba06 
STUDENT 
RENTALS 
omes Close to CCimpu 
large & sma II 
Also 1 & 2 bdrm apts 
for Summer or FCIII. 
Call anytime or 
preferably between 
4:00 and 5:00pm. 
529-1082 or 549-6880 
UTILITIF.S FURNISHED. 2 room 
~~e&~~ rT~esrM!~ ~~ci 
Oakland. Available now. S1SO 
monthly. 549-4194. 6247Bal76 
:~~~~ .rr.o~ .:1-~~0 pets. 
6256Ba177 
Nowta ng 
Summer & Fall 
Contracts 
for efficiencies, one 
bdrm and two bdrm 
opts. 3 blocks from 
campus. No pets. 
GlennW1111amsRantal 
510 So. University 
457-7M1 
HOU$el 
5 BEDROOM, 1J71 E. Walnut. 2 
people need 3 more. Available ~~~~aa.~~:H.~1~: 
862S2Bb04C 
STILL DREAMING 
OF FINDING A 
NICE PLACE TO LIVE? 
Keepchedd.._ 
the D.l. C .... lflecla 
LARGE, NICE TWO bedroom 
!Duplex 1 and one bedroom house. 
A1r. carpet, water. No Pets. 45i· 
6956, 457-5643. 6316Bb02 
MURPHYSBORO. 3 BEDROOM. 
fully furnished. carpet. air. ap· 
phances. Excellent conditiOn. 
Mature tenants preferred. 453-2009 
or 529-3066. 6235Bbl78 
2 BEDROOM, 2 bath, near cam-
~:.5~tral air. nice ar~~or~ 
LARGE THREE BEDROOM 
~=~~ ~c~~r':~~ftw~i-i~f 
453-2231, between 8AM-2PM. Leave 
mmber. 6295Bbt79 
TWO BEDROOM •. 307 Lynda. 
Semi-furnished. Avatlable August 
1. S28S per month. can 457-4334. 
B6306Bbl81 
Mobile Homes 
SINGLES AVAILABLE NOW. $135 
per month. 12x50. Furnished and 
air-conditioned. Coun':;J livmg 2 
~~~~1:.~~~2~~~illway. 
B&i838e187C 
FREE tJUS 
7 RUNS DAILY 
It:!~:!) Rt. 51 North 
s.t9-3000 
MALIBU VILLAGE 
Is now taking foil 
controcts. 
1000 E. Pork & So. 51 
9 month & I year lease 
•Near campus 
•AIC 
•Maintenance service any 
hour 
•Trash, sewer 
-close to food & louncfcomot 
•Natural gas (So.oniy) 
lOth month rent 
free with a I year lease 
(So. only) 
Sorry no pets 
For Further lnio caU: 
457-UU 
RENTAL 
NOW AVAILABLE 
Summer en4 Fell (nln. -th contnlctr 0_ ....... , 
•1980 1-2 Bedroom Anchored 
•Furnished. Carpeted. & 
Underpinned 
•Energy :lOving (no C.I.P.S.) 
•Loudromat Facilities 
•Nice Qutet & Clean Setting 
•Near Campus 
For mor~ information or op-
potntment to see 
P"-: 4S7-S2M 
Unl.....aty Helehts 
Moltlle Home 1st. 
W•rren•d. 
fJwt off I. tt.rt. St.) 
* Also SOftie --.ntry loce. 
tlon•ndHoueee4haf ....... 
Sorry No Pets A«eptH. 
RENT WAR 
If money means 
anything to you 
8ft wide $70 
1Oft wide $80 
12ft wide $125 
Have dep9sits ready 
CHUCKS RENTALS 
549-3374 
MURDALE SINGLE & 
FAMILY HOMES 
2 bdrms, southwest residential. 
2 miles to campus on city streets. 
lottie traffic. Anchored. under-
skirted. insulated. Furnished. city 
locilities. Very competitive. Avail-
able now & June I. Coii.CS7-7352 
(Jf 549-7039 
ONE MONTH 
FREE RENT 
lct~,.'W/1 yr. lease 
Rt. 51 North 
12 and 14 WIDE TRAILERS 2·3 
bt•droom. Warren Road. Fur-
mshed, carpet, AC. No pets. 549-
v-191. 86249BCIMC 
Rooms 
CABLE TV, ALL Utilities paid, 
maid service. $55.65 per week. 
Kmg's Inn Motel. 549-40~4Bd0SC 
SLEEPING ROOM, MUR· 
PHYSBORO. with kitchen 
~!~:!:~~~n~·~:~;,!:sT:J3 
.,..orker preferred. Phoiie:lfso 
PltiVA II IIOOMS 
in Apartments for Students 
You hove o Private Room on 
key5, use kitchen facilities etc. 
wilt! others in Apartment. Util-
if.~ included. Very near ~· 
11ery competitive, ovoiloble now 
&June I. 
Calt457·7~S2 or 54 .. 7139 
Roommates 
NEED-SOMEONE TO share 
~~:::~'!!-.~ ws09Ms~w!~~- :'~: 
I between 7pm aDd 9pm. ~r~~!'tsi 
ONE MALE ROOMMATE. h(JWM! 
close to campus, ~e bedroom, 
~.r;e24~~tcben; availao e ~rtf::?'& 
1WO FEMALES FOR S bedroom 
=b~D ":TJit~~~O:SttfJ: 
evenings. 627$8elll 
COUNTRY UVING: TWO miles 
from eampus. 011e bedroom in I 
~--- Availllb~= 
t ••••• ~ ........................ . 
Mobile Home Lots 
I 
ABORTION-FINEST MEDICA: .• 
care. Immediate appointments. 
i:::n~~r.~- 83sar.=-
FREE RENT FIRST m01.:il. 
Raccoon Vallea. 5 miles south. 
f:'~,0~i~5';'.=. lots, $4~~:En 
WILDWOOD MOBILE PARK. 
Shade trees, patios, and laundry. 
No Dogs. 457-2874 or 457-5550. 
FREE 
MOVE TO 
Rt. 51 North 
. 549-=!000 
86164BL176 
HELPWANTfD 
COMMUNITY WORKER. 
PROVIDE individual, family and c~rn;:lin~oS::Iic~i~e~~i'!~ 
~.::e!1~~~:~:~:~~~:: 
soc1al agenc1es to coordinate 
services. A bachelors degree is 
re~~~'I,d ;:c~:les!!':{':es~~~ f': Youth Service Bureau, 9 South 
l~'f; ~~~~~Erri.sboro.~slbs 
CRISIS LINE SUPERVISOR to 
~~c'::t:O~tf~~~~ rfn: 
~{j-!.tions~~.S. ~1=~ 
~~ri~C:Io~e~$~.=~:.~=: 
Submit resume by 7·15·80 to 
J.C:.C.M.H.C., 604 East College, 
Carbondale, Illinois. B6236Cfn 
HANDICAPPED MALE NEEDS 
maleattendan&,call45'HI647. 
6248C177 
BARMAID NEEDED, MARION. 
Fl~time. SI:JS-150 per week plws 
tips. Pholll! 997-wr/ or997-:c.
76 
SEfRETARY·RECEPTIONIST. 
CARBONDALE: must have ex· 
~~er::d :~~=~~.: l:f:t'!~lt3cc;~~eo~ frt':.~~ 
College. IIGISClll 
EARN WHILE YOU leam. Sell 
Avea part-lime and •rn..t::f · 
~~~ 
call II 813113Ct•. 
SERVICES 
OfFERED 
NEED A PAPER Typed? IBM 
Selectric:, flit 6 accurate. 
reaSOGable m-. 5e-2151mtEli3C 
FORMER SCHWINN REPAIR-
MAN will repair or overhaul your 
~;in ~~flmra~~~:l.eJr~·. Call 
6228Et7B 
YARD CLEAN UP, Wood cutting 
and hauling. Reasonable. Bill. 529-
3665 before 7:30AM or after 
9:00PM. 6294EU14 
PREGNANT 
call BIRTHRIGHT 
Free pregnancy testing 
& confidential assistance. 
·~~Z: ~~~~~lj:~, 9-1 Sol. 
S49-27M 
A- TV RENTAL 
New Color $25 monthly 
Black & White$15 month~y 
WE BUY TV's Working 
or not worldn 457-7 
TYPING: Dissertations, Theses &r 
Resumes. Automated equipment 
!~~k ~c;{&~s~~t~or~~~~~.~~~ 
3351.206 W. College. B6059EI80C 
GRAPHICS OF ANY kind' 1 
Graphs, charts, posters, signs. 
lellenng, Illustration--reasonable 
priciug. 684-3257 after lpm. 
6072El8t 
Bionic B~oom 
Service 
•Janitorial 
•Office Maintenance 
•House Cleaning 
•Windows •Carpets 
Fr- Estimates 
Call457-1637 
WANTED 
SALVAGE 
Cars & r rucks 
8oHettes. Rod•ators 
THE WILD TURKF:Y News and 
=:ral1orha~=~u~0~~ti~ 
Carbondale. 5990Fli6 
WANTED: AIR CONDITIONERS, 
working or not. Also. 71 or '72 pinto 
wagon; arc welder. 549-8243 
604JF179 
A NNOUNCfMfNTS 
WUXTRY wiD pay up to $1.50 (o: 
used rock, jazz, blues, and 
classical recorils and cassettes m 
~~~~~.-c~~~ma.404 s. 
6161JI76 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
FORest graduates- call ~srn 
BELLY DANCE-FOR fun and 
exercise. Classes begin July 17. 
Arabian Nights Dance Stud1o. 
:s~~~RiiD&Ce:lter. :s.,~, 
AUCTIONS . 
& SALES 
Cr~RBONDALE, YARD SALE. 
!'tcrniJ.~:a'n!l"s~c:;r;,rf_~~d 
7-13, 9:0oAM-4:00PM, 419 W. 
Jactsoo. 6311Kli6 
Recreation 
on your 
mind? 
0 
0 
0 
Look for the 
equipment in. 
theD.E. 
.dassifieds. 
Daily E&YJitian, Julf U, 1-, Pap lS 
Stone's musical s1norgasbord 
not great, hut still enjoyable 
By Edward R. Berry 
Student Writer 
Yesterday's bad boy of rock 
'n' roll, Mick Jagger. has been 
known for putting down women 
and with the addition of the 
Rolling Stones' newest alb~am 
"Emotional Rescue," Jagger 
once again accomplishes his 
goal. 
"Rescue" is a combination of 
the Stones· old melodies, 
reggae, punk, country and 
blues. The end result of this 
musical smorgasbord is an 
album that won't knock you off 
your feet, but also one that is 
nonetheless enjoyable. 
The first song on the album, 
"Dance," and the title song 
"Emotional Rescue." both tend 
to reflect slight simularities 
from the title song on their last 
album. "Some Girls." 
But although the "Some 
Girls" melody does bleed 
through the lining of these two 
songs, each also offers some 
nice variations. The com-
bination of various instruments 
on "Dance" produces a nice 
ensemble that is accented by 
the blare of a very impressive 
GRevi;;J~ 
horn section. 
"Rescue" begins with a disco-
swing beat that picks up with 
the aid of a nice saxaphone 
sound from Bobby Keys. Jagger 
seems to exploit his sexism role 
when he mimicks a woman's 
voice and preaches about "her" 
need for an emotional rescue. 
By changing back to his normal 
voice. Jagger is able to offer 
himself as a "knight in shining 
armor." 
Two of "Rescue's" more 
raucous songs are the 
traditional Stones' sounding 
"Let Me Go" and the punk-
energized sor.g "Where the 
Boys Go." 
As Jagger sings about the girl 
of his dreams, bass player Bill 
Wyman pounds out a series of 
heavy chords, biggering of! the 
loud battling lead guitar sounds 
of Keith Richards and Ron 
Woods. 
The combination of Jagger's 
voi<"e and the band's efforts 
Music camp participants 
to perform in recitals 
By Colleen Moore 
Staff Writer 
Illinois high school students 
are combining work and fun this 
week while participating in the 
19th annual Music and Youth at 
Southern camp. 
Selected students from the 
band and choir wiU perform in a 
recital at 7:30 p.m. Friday in 
the Hol'!le Economics 
:~=~~~u ~~vS:!u~~r!~~~ 
a.m. in the Home Economics 
Auditorium. and the band and 
choir will have a concert at 1 
p.m. in Shryock Auditorium. All 
concerts are free and open to 
the public. 
The music will vary in style 
from heavy to light, acccording 
to assistant director Art Sch-
mittler. 
The 120 students have been 
rehearsing for two-and-a-half to 
three hours a day in Altgeld 
Hall ~nd Shryock Auditorium, 
SchrmtUer said. 
The music groups have been 
attendil"g classes in music 
appreciation, theory, class 
vo1ce and history of jazz. 
~e~ect~d ~tudents are par-
ticipating m a jazz band and 
swing cJloar. 
Students have also had the 
option of taking private lessons 
from SIU-C professors. Sch-
mittler said about 50 percent ~f 
tbe students have talren ad-
vantage ol tbe private sessior1111. 
Each student was charged $97 
for the music camp. The cost 
included room and board, class 
instruction and membership in 
music organizations. Although 
the program is publicized 
nationally, no out-of-state high 
s~hool students participated 
this year. 
Most of the students have 
been housed at Neely Hall under 
the supervision of CotmSelors 
who are Illinois music teachers, 
and 22 have been commuting. 
Camp director Melvin Siener, 
associate professor of music at 
SIU-C, is the originator of the 
program, Schmittler said. 
The Music and Youth at· 
Southern camp for students in 
~or high school was offered 
m June at SIU. 
Personally designed 
wedding rings for ''you'' 
A llan~Stuck 
529-2341 
.. 1 will bt.y or trade 
for scrap gold and silver.·· 213 S. Illinois 
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reminds the listener of when the 
band was in its primal stages. 
Jagger has been noted as saying 
that the Stones' were the 
original punks of the music 
industry and the jamming force 
behind "Where the Boys Go" 
certainly exhibits this origin. 
The choppy sounding lyrics of 
"Boys" bestows a certain 
British-punk aura and as usual, 
Jagger's voice dominates the 
song while the lead guitarist 
:gr~~es th~ ~~eand down drive 
The oddity songs on "Rescue" 
are the country-based "All 
About You," which drags to 
same pace of "Far Away 
Eyes." and the reggae in-
fluenced "Send it to Me." The 
Jamacian beat of ··send" 
features a series of repetitious 
guitar riffs, the sounds of a steel 
guitar and the aU-so-concerned 
words of Jagger-"Sne could be 
Australian, Ukranian or Ahen, just send her to me." 
The prettiest song on the 
album is "Down in the Hole." 
Although the words are 
depressing, as most blues' 
songs are, the addition of 
harmonica player Sugar Blue 
helps to tell Jagger's story 
about haviDB nowhere to go. 
The mearung behind "Down" 
could be used to convey the 
unpn:ssion people have bef:n 
adapo.ing towards the Stones' 
music. There's really nowhere 
for them to musically go 
anymor.:- Their success over 
the years has set a standard of 
greatness so high that it's 
illmost impossible for them to 
surpass that peak. 
~:ourtesy ol Plaaa 
' ,r..---------.. 
~~~~ 
SALE 
Summer Clearance 
20-70% 
OFF 
Friday's Prtzzle 
ACR~ 54 Fuel: 2 wordll 
1 Forage crop 58 W00<1en 
5 Bow: Fr. Shoe 
10 Vehicles 59 AbMnt 
14 P8r11de 60 r - hero 
15 Hortzont.. 112 Candles 
16 Slcip 65 Por1ico 
17 Business 67 MUSic pa. 
abbr. sage 
16 Weapon 69 Pres1 
19 latvlll port 70 WatCh-
20 Attract 71 Diract 
22 Get rid of 72 Truty org. 
24 Demure 73 Region 
25 CollsaJm 74 Work.-. 
27 C8slliers 75 Shine 
29 Put Into: V•. DOWN 
32Twosome 1Braed 
33 Wire INUo 2 Sun Clillll 
ure 3SomeTVs 
34 Kind of clown 4 Dominion 
36 ttaep 5 Glorious 
40 Maple 8 Neigllb« of 
42Colmol Fla. 
folts 7 Alight 
44 Body Joint II Undtluttlel 
45 Amplifying 9 Sw.mecl 
C1evtc:e 10N.T.book 
47 Locattons 11 Tippet 
49 SwecliSI'I 12 AUiterity 
c:aunty 13 Sojouma 
50 Auricle 21 Yield 
52~23Frult 
Thursday's Puzzle SoiYeCI 
frt.AMI •ATa tiOfl 
•lliiM o••• ••o 
C: lit I I I l IE It 
IC I M T N I I a 0 M 
WAI .. DITICTS 
ftiDI•t CAMia.-
OOIIT •IMII TMI 
AlliS •• , •• LIID 
DIL IJILII DOO•s 
ICULLI CO.NIT 
RICOIII'DI LA•D 
"DD IPIC 
OITI IAYI Tt.ID 
.. 1ST IYID APPLI 
26 MOiqtlllo 48 Biblical king-
genua 11om 
28 Aspect 51 Edible root 
29 Caliph 53 Capstone 
30 Muscovtte 54 - Rica 
3 t Resign 55 External 
35 Rout.,_ 56 Oo penance 
37 Not correct 57 - Fe 
38 Orcleny 61 &itlsh gun 
39 Gan.ay 63 Newlpaper 
41 Spool sect. 
43 lBMMkers 84 Am 
46 e. Ind. cereal 66 Dantists' gp. 
gr- 66 Crimson 
Agriculture company donates 
equipment for teachin~ use 
B)· Bill Torpy 
Student Writer 
The School of Agriculture has 
received equipment and 
materials from International 
Harvester to aid teaching 
.,>rograms. 
The equivnent. valued at 
:nore than $6.000, includes the 
hydraulic systems and an axle 
from International Harvester's 
nl"w two-plus tractor. 
"This is the latest. most up-to-
date equipment available," said 
Robert Wolff, associate 
professor in ag..;cultural in-
dustries. "You can't find things 
hke this in a textbook. This wiU 
be an invaluable aid to our 
program." 
Wolff said the new equipment 
will be highly benefiCial to the 
practical knowledge of the 
students. 
"Textbooks are principle 
orientated. Principles are good, 
but a real world knowledge is 
most important," he said. 
International Harvester has 
been working with the school for 
a few years. 
"They have made a sincere 
attempt to renew contact with 
SIU by recruiting our grads and 
assisting our programs," Wolff 
said. 
International Harvester has 
kept SIU up to date on their 
changes. 
1.65 
1.79 
4.19 
Clay skulls ca~t 
or nine or Gat>y's 
unidentified vit>tims 
P-:- ·.-- - =-~--x::=:-=- ~ ~ En toy Hlck~ry Smok:g .. sor-8-Qu~::;:he . -~ 
-~· CD!!!DltT coo ~~ ~·. fRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIAL }f!J~-~-~ CHICAGO <APl- One of the last chapters in the John W. 
~acy Jr. story may be written 
m clay. 
The faces of the nine 
unidentified victims of the man 
convicted of more murders than 
anyone in the nation's history 
are being reconstructed bv a 
specialist who uses modeling 
clay to mold facial features on 
the skulls. 
When the reconstructions are 
completed, photographs will be 
distributed to the news media in 
the hope that people who see the 
pictures in a newspaper or 
magazine or on television wiU 
recognize the victims. 
Betty P. Gatliff of Norman, 
Okla., who reconstructs skulls 
on a free-lance basis for law 
enforcement agencies around 
the country, was hired by Dr. 
Robert Stein, Cook County 
medical examiner, to restore 
features to the skulls. 
Seven of the victim's heads 
were reconstructed in Miss 
GaUiff's office in Norman, but 
she came to Chicago to com-
plete restor'ttion on the final 
two so reporters could watch 
her work and interview her. 
Most or the work on one of the 
two skulls had been completed. 
s~. T-Bone $4.20 ~ ~ lunch@ons + 01nners ~r 
~-Open Mon. Thurs 11-9 fn & So: 11-10 --~ 
,~~ur4ale 5At..7422 C'4ale ·= 
~-- ·- -~.-__,-:-~~=--
CARRIES 
(); This Weelcend ('J; 
VIS[ ]\I 
Open 
FRI. 6 SAT. 
9pm.-4am. 
Old Rt. 13 
near 
Murphysboro 
SALE! 
Shirts & Pants 
plus 
$1.00 
Mix or match jeans, 
dress pants, knits or dress 
shirts. 
Pay for highest priced item, 
& get a second one for a $l .00 
Cat'Ws 
606 So. Illinois 
... 2"'·/ 
PINCH PENNY" LORD CALVERT 
® Hours ·J;. 750 mi. lewis Park 11-2 F-Sat. • 605 E. Grand ll-l M-Th ~ 5 25 529-3348 1-1 Sun. '"'=" Plus a $1.50 Rebate LIQUORS "- from Distiller 
~ Oplcl 750 ml (Soave, Volpollicello, Bardolinol 2 ~ 79 ...._ 
Llebfraumllch 750 ml 1. 99 
Bu.c:h ... 7CRblls 
Oly 6pkc-
8udchorn Cisler. 
Schmidt I~ pk cans 
HamiiiS ,~.,..­
BiadcLaHI 
Mateus 750ml 4.09 
2.15 Paul Masson 1som1 2. )9 ~:;: "'-Trlbuno astl 1som•· 4.35.,. 
Gordan's Yoclca 750 3.75 
Bacardl Rum a 5.79 
8ourt.on Deluxe Ot. 4.49 
Johnnie Walker 
I padc returnable 
bottles$1.39 
Come In and register 
for drawing of 
... _.. 
Miller _ 
Re4 750ml 1.35 
....U... TANQUERA Y 
10 speed bicycle. 
~vcnienl 
..-·... Food Mart 
Rt. 51 P ..... nt Hill 
;·:;'; ~ RIUNITE All750 1m GIN .::f:., 750 mf. 2.69 .~:-· 6.59 
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Worth of cotnpetency tests 
questioned by administrators 
•
Weekly Special 
Dairy Queen 
braziere Brazier IConUnued from Pal(e 7l 
that testing handicapped 
children, or children for whom 
English is a second language, 
for competency would be un-
fair He added that any test 
score evaluation must be 
tempered with common sense. 
Jerry Dunn, a Carbondale 
parent. said he is in fav<'l' of 
competency testing if such 
testing results in alternative 
programs for the childrf!n who 
fail the test. Dunn said that 
while school boards are not 
qualified to devise and ad-
minister tests. he does favor 
testing to determine a child's 
grade placement. 
Dunn's 12-year-old son Butch 
attends Giant City School which 
has used standardized testing, 
along with teacher evaluations. 
for the past year to determine 
placement rather than whether 
a ;:hild graduates. 
This system is also in line 
with Board of Education 
guidelines that sugRest the test 
results should be followed by 
changes in the programs in 
order to help those who d6 not 
meet the standards set by the 
district. 
ISBE guidelines suggest each 
district determine its own 
testing policy but will require. if 
the proposed bill currently in 
the General Assembly passes, 
each district to file a com-
petency assessment plan hy 
1983. 
Carol McDermott. a member 
of the Carbondale Community 
High School District 165 School 
Board. said she favors testing to 
insure that each child can 
achieve minimum skill levels. 
··we have a plan." she said, 
"which will be instituted this 
faU or next. wflich will include 
testing. teacher evaluation. and 
remedial class placement if 
necessary." 
Charles Lenert, a member of 
the Board of Directors of the 
Carbondale New School, said, 
"Of course competency is 
mandatory. Who could be 
against competency'? The 
problem." he stated. "is 
whether these tests adequately 
measure the child's educational 
achieve!!lent in all its com-
The frustratioa tba& many teachers feel when faced with the 
question of wbe&her or not to pan a student who has failed a 
competency exam is illustrated by Wes Crum. 
The New School uses only one "Every ttme we have an 
standardized test at the end of opening we are flooded by 
each year and then only to applications," one school of-
facilitate transfer to another fictal said. This helps area 
school if requested. Despite the schools maintain a high level of 
:J:'~~=:: ::f':u= =~~ competency among teachers. 
social growth as well as Some schools, as in the 
academic, standardized tests Murpysboro School District 186, 
have revealed that students at have engaged outside 
New School score consistently evaluators to assess teachers. H 
above the national average. inadequacies are found, the 
This is not unusual, however. teacher must submit a writleft 
for schools in this area. Many ":IM"rtcodescrirrect.btheingu-· hodwefihcet_enorcst_eshe. 
other schools also report will 
standardized test results above According to Edwards. the 
the national averag~. schools' administrations must 
This is caused. according to strengthen their teaching 
school administrators, by the standards by carrying out a 
abundance of raduating commitment to fire inadequate 
teachers snr. teachers. 
Double Cheeseburger 
& Fries Only $1.59 
Daily 11-2 
At New Era Road 
Highway 13 West Ph.529-1400 
,.. Flight Restaurant -., 
_ Lunch Specials: 
/I ' 
.. ~, "'.., StuHed Green P9pper or Cabbage Roll Dessert Specla 1: 
-=-·-'7-----=-=r Apricot Antartlca 
549-8522 Thurs. & Fri. 
Southern Ill. Airport 
..._Between Carbondale & Murphysboro ...,..j 
CARBONDALE MOBILE HOMES 1 
North High~ay 51 ' 549-3oo0 
FREE Bus to SIU 
Add a "Touch of Class•• to your life with a 
LOW COST AUTO LOAN 
from your SIU Employees Credit Union 
1 
13.5% 
Available on 
used car loans. 
Don't put off that new car purchase, SIU Credit Union has 
plenty of money available to land you-So 
add a "touch of class" I CALL YOUR 
with a new carl $ U EMPLOYEES 
r----------------
·---·-··"·- CREDIT UNION &NCUA 
............. ..,..,.'*Mof.,._....__ ... ,_ 1217 W. Main St • Carbonctale. Illinois U.01 
4S1-3Sts 
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]unkyardsoughtforspacedebr~; 
scientists worried about collisions 
·wASHINGTON <AP> - One 
year after Skylab tumbled 
spectacularly from the Western 
Australian sky,· at least 4,700 
manmade objects still orbit 
Earth, a vast space junkyard 
-.hirlmg at 17,000 mph. 
Scient:sts worry that one day 
the debris will start colliding, 
breaking into smaller orbiting 
fragments, and create a 
potentially serious hazard for 
astronauts, satellites and space 
stations. 
"If the current trend con-
tinues, collisions between or-
biting fragments and other 
space objects could be 
frequent," says D.J. Kessler, an 
astrophysicist with the National 
Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration. 
There's even talk about 
capturing some of the larger 
pieces and parking them in a 
safe ~lace in orbu. 
"W1th the space shuttle, it 
may prove beneficial to retrieve 
old payloads and rocket bodies, 
an~ the designation of an area 
of space as a 'garbage dump' 
mav be useful," Kessler said. 
Ail the debris will even~ually 
fall to Earth, most of it burning 
up harmlessly in the at-
mosphere, NASA says. 
But Skylab was a special 
case. At 77.5 tons, the space 
station was the largest satellite 
ever sent into orbit, and sec-
tions ef it were big enough to 
survive the searing heat of re-
entry. 
People watched for months as 
its orbit slowly decayed until it 
made a final fiery dive through 
the atmosphere on July 11, 1979. 
It broke into thousands of 
pieces, scattering over the 
Indian Ocean and the desert of 
Western Australia. 
NASA says nothing that big 
made by the United States will 
be allowed to make an un-
controlled re-entry again. It will 
be kept in orbit or be guided to 
re-entry over an ocean. 
Kessler, a member of NASA's 
Space Environment Office, said 
only 5 percent of the orbiting 
objects are operating satellites, 
while 12 percent are non-
functioning. Another 18 percent 
are rocket stages, bolts, cables, 
separation spr.ngs and other 
devi~ that accompany the 
payloads. 
Most of tl.~ remaining pieces 
are fragments of space ex-
plosions - the unplanned 
blowups of 11 U.S. rockets after 
they boosted satellites into 
orbit, and the deliberate 
detonation of eight Soviet 
payloads during tests of anti-
satellite weapon. 
So far there have been no 
space collisions, but in 1965 two 
American payloads brushed 
together briefly without causing 
any damage. 
Kessler said a 1976 study 
indicated a collision might 
occur only once e~'4!ry 17 years. 
A new study indicates that by 
1998 there cou!d be as many as 
four a year. 
These collisions, Kessler said, 
"could become the major 
source of Earth orbiting ob-jects, resulting in a self-
propagating debris belt. The 
resulting environmental hazard 
to other spacecraft may exceed 
the hazard from the natural 
meteoroid environment ... " 
Kessler estimates that when 
America's manned space 
shuttle begins flying next year, 
its chance of a collisi'".n is very 
slim. It can maneuver away 
from objects, and even if hit by 
a fragment will be protected by 
a thick skin designed to guard 
aginst meteoroids. But the odds 
increase as space debris in-
creases, be said. 
- .._ TheWineStore /--~ 
~ ~-~J ~~E'j~~I~~~IE f}\ 
Selectif;>n Service \ 
;; 
I ~nte 
:. $325 i£, $199 ~ 12 pak cans .-W_e_h_a_v_e_:_• 6 pok cans () 
~_WIEDEMANN Foster's\ 
JG ICE Lager 1 $415 COOLERS 
24/12 oz. 
ret. bottles 
,;;~ ,::~=~~~ $11!::: 
i..J_@ fA, OtARCOAL BIG250LC~N 
~ ~c~ Red~ 
$84~er 
'
9Jktbey's ~~~lvert 
' $435 $525 
liter · Liter 
California Jug Wine Extra Value Import 
Inglenook Navalle Giacobazzi 
French Colombard Lambrusco j' 
~ $389 ~ $3~9 ' ~ 4 Liters \!9r;--,_ LS ~-A 
JVl~ -, --------
34 INJURED IN FIRE 
PONTIAC, ru. rAP) -Thirty-
one Pontiac Correctional Center 
inmates and three prison 
guards were treated for minor 
injuries after a fu-e, authorities 
said Thursday. 
As Usual g 
Wehave ~ 
the Unusual .... ~ 
~ 
Prison spokeswoman 
Dorothea Green said Wed-
nesday night's blaze in the 
North Cell House segregation 
unit was extinguished quickly 
by guards. iii\AGA I GlftShop ~ N. Faner Hoil M-F 10-..C: .~00000000000~ 
!if?'! 
KEG SPECIAL 
THIS WEEKEND 
I:IAMM•s $2750 
-~ ... --~ 
BUSCH 
$155~·-;,. Bu -'' 
8 pak 7 oz. 'SCJ.t I 
NR bottles -
RHINELANDER 
$419 ~ 
24 12 oz. ret. bot. & dep. 
Seagram's 
?CROWN 
~ S49!50ml. 
CANTERBURY.p 
$399Gin .... 
fullliter ~~ 
UKELLER-GEISTER. 
~ $169 ~1!n 
~ 750ml. 
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Deaf basketball player enjoys camp 
By Carol Knowles 
Staff Writer 
LoDnell Turner will never 
hear the apPlause when be .W..ks 
that winnmg free throw. 
Turner, a 15-year-old from 
East St. Louis, has been deaf 
since birth, but that basn't 
prevented bim from loving and 
partic~ting in sports. He is 
attendang the summer 
basketball camp at SIU this 
week. 
Like most teenage athletes, 
LonneD has sports injuries. 
Thunday be was in the training 
room taking care of a blister be 
received from his busy workout 
during the week. The injury was 
painful, but it wasn't enough to 
keep bim down. 
A few minutes after tbe 
trainer wrapped his foot in a 
bandage, be was bact on the 
court going tbrougb more drills. 
Turner's only means of 
communicating with tbe 
coaches and his fellow campers 
is by pencil and paper, wbich be 
said is difficult at times because 
be has trc'.able lPtting people 
know exactly what be means. 
He doesn't speak and doesn't 
know sign language. But the 
barrier between LoMeli and the 
rest of the campers appears 
small once be takes the floor. 
Basketball Coach Joe Gott-
fried said Turner is a very at-
tentive player. 
"He is a very observant boy," 
Gottfried said. "He watches 
what everyone is doing so we 
don't even have to write down 
instructions for bim. He knows 
what we are going to do next 
and he follows right along. 
"Most of the coaches at the 
camp wouldn't even realize 
LoMeli is deaf unless it was 
pointed out to them." 
LoaneD 1'11nler', a deaf basketbaU player trona East St. Leais, StU's summer bauetbaU camp at tile Arena. M..-e thaa 170 
receives treatmeat for a ltlister be received wbile parddpadllg ia yoatbs are aueadial the camp. 
Gottfried said that on the f'U"St 
day of camp LonneD bad a few 
probJems understanding what 
was going on, but from that 
point, everything went 
smoothly for the boy. 
"The coaches have spent 
extra time wltb him and the 
campers bave helped Lonnell in 
every way they could," Gott-
fried said. 
Turner attends the Olinois 
~ for the Deaf where be 
plays on the school team. He 
has started for the sqaud for the 
last four years and bas been 
playing basketball since be was 
nine. 
The hardest part in playing 
basketball, Turner said, U. that 
be can't bear directions w...:n 
his coach shouts them. He said 
the rest is easy. 
Lonnell bas no plans to 
become a professional 
basketball star when be gets 
older. Turner said be is still 
young and doesn't really know 
what be wants to do with bis 
future. 
Green fills Saluki assistant baseball coaching post 
ily Paal Rels 
.i&aff Writer 
Head baseball coach Itcby 
Jones has named Obio native 
Jerry Green to fill the position 
left vacant since the May 
resignation of former assistant 
Mart Newman. Much as 
~ewman was, Green will 
lrimarily serve as pitching 
.:oac:b and cbief recruiter. 
Tbe 31-year-old Green comes 
~o SIU from Cincinnati's 
:.&Sane High School, where he 
;erved as head baseball coach 
orr:!J:ears, fashioning a 65-
18 , supplying Jones with 
leftbanded pitcbing ace Bob 
Scbroek over that span. He 
spent the six previous years as 
an assistant at LaSalle. 
Green, an Xavier University 
graduate, bas also acted as an 
assistant for the Cincinnati 
Storm summer baseball team, 
wbic:h fmisbed second in the 
national Babe Ruth tournament 
in 1977 and 1978. Former Salukis 
Schroek and Rick Keeton, now 
botb affiliated with the 
Milwaukee Brewers' farm 
system, played for the Storm 
under Green. 
Green feels accepting the 
Saluki assistant post represents 
a very positive career step. 
"Southern has one of the mGSt 
respected baseball programs in 
the nation, and I've heard a lot 
of people say SIU has the finest 
program in the Midwest," 
Green said 
Green went on to identify 
Jones, tbe nation's third· 
winningest collegiate coach as 
the major reason for SIU's 
national image. 
"I feel, and I'm defmitely not 
alone in saying this, that Itchy 
is one of the finest baseball men 
in the country today," Green 
Randolph takes All-Star blatne 
By Tbe Associated Press 
Scapegoats are baek in 
fasbion. 
Surely there had to be 
somebody at fault for the 
American League's ninth 
consecutive All-Star em-
harassment at the hands of the 
National League this week. 
Responsibility bad to be 
assiped for such a catastrophe. 
Pin tbe blame on someone and 
somehow it will make the 
medicine go down a little easier. 
The No.I candidate was Willie 
Randolpb, the AI second 
baseman. Examine the 
evidence: 
-It was Randolph who got 
bimself picked off first base in 
the third inning, almost c:er· 
tainly costing the AL an im-
portant run, since Rod Carew 
followed with a double. 
-It was Randolph's second 
error of the game that per-
mitted the deciding run to 
score. The only other All-8tar 
second baseman to make two 
errors in one game was Billy 
Herman, wbo did it in 1943. 
How does the jury fmd? 
Guilty. But the verdict is not 
unammous. Here's a witness for 
the defense and one loud vote 
for innocent. 
Randolph was indicted 
because be plays baseball 
aggressively, a trait that might 
benefit some other American 
Leaguers. He's got the National 
League approach to this game 
and if a few more AL players 
did, they might not be moaning 
about losing every year. 
Randolph got picked off farst 
base because he was tbinting 
about swiping second base. Is 
that such a crime? "I'm a base 
Page 20, Daily Egyptian, July 11, 1980 
stealer," he said. "I get off the 
Ma" 
- F~r that, he got indicted. 
In the fifth inning, after Ken 
Griffey homered for the 
Nationals, Randolph made his 
first error. It came on a 
grounder bit by Ken Reitz, and 
actually, Reitz wound up 
making a bigger error on the 
play than Randolph. 
The ball was bit sharply and 
Randolph bobbled it farst and · 
then threw wide for the error. 
Reitz tried for second but 
c:atcber Darrell Porter, backing 
the play, threw bim out by 
perhaps 30 feet. So that error by 
Randolpb meant nothing. 
Blame Randolph for the loss if 
you want to, but the fact of the 
matter is that he is the glue that 
holds together the New York 
Yankee infield. 
said. "I feel very fortunate to 
have the opportunity to work 
with bim." 
Green, who has also been 
working for the Major League 
Scouting Bureau for the past 
four years, feels the key to 
suc:c:essful recruiting is honesty. 
"In order for an athlete to ready 
trust you, you have to be honest 
with bim about your program 
from the start," be said. "Once 
a recruit finds out you've been 
lying to bim about one thing, 
be'll wonder how much else 
you've told bim isn't the truth. 
"And trying to erase the 
reputation of being even a little 
bit shady is a hard thing to do." 
At the moment, Green feels 
less certain about his plans for 
the Saluti pitching staff. "I 
really can't make any 
judgement on our pitchers until 
I have tbe chance to see them do 
a lot of throwing," he said. "I'm 
not going to come in to make 
~S:.~es just for change's 
Green will start bis f1rst SIU 
recruiting trip when he attends 
a 32-team Connie Mack tour· 
nament in Ohio next week. 
U.S. Olympic tmck team 
beRins tour in West Germany 
By Tbe Auocia&ed Press 
STU'M'GART, West Germany 
- The U.S. Olympic track and 
field team, stung by the loss of 
sprint ace Stanley Floyd, begins 
its pickup summer tour Friday 
night in 80,000-seat Neckar 
Stadium against athletes frome 
some 30 nations. 
Floyd, the sensational fresb-
man from Auburn University 
who is unbeaten in 15 lOG-meter 
finals this year, will miss the 
meet because of a strained 
groin muscle suffered Tuesday 
night during a 200-meter race in 
Stockholm. 
Tbe 19-year-old Floyd, one of 
the top attractions of the 
somewhat depleted American 
team, said be would not run in 
either of tbe other two stops on 
phase one of the team's tour, in 
London Sunday and Oslo, 
Norwar. Tuesday. Nor would he 
be available for phase two, the 
Liberty Bell Classic: in 
Philadelphia July 16-17, but 
boped to be ready for phase 
three next month in Rome Aug. 
5, Berlin Aug. 8 and Zurich, 
Switzerland Aug. 13. 
The American men's team 
also has been invited to an in-
ternational meet in Atben.'l Aug. 
8-9, a meet that will conflict 
with the Berlin competition. 
The gap between the second and 
third phases of the tour is 
necessatated by the staging of 
the Olympic Games in Moscow. 
Tbe United States is boycotting 
the games because of the Soviet 
Union's military invention in 
Afghanistan, and no in-
ternational meets are permitted 
during the Olympics. 
